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1932
8 January 1932
Sir Hubert Wilkins’s Observations
Interesting observations on his recent
attempt to explore the North Polar Regions
in the submarine Nautilus are made by Sir
Hubert Wilkins, Kt., M.C., the well-known
Australian airman-explorer, in a letter
received in Brisbane (says, the ‘Courier’)
by Mr. Garnsey Potts, who was associated
with Sir Hubert in an attempt on the
England to Australia flight in 1919.
Speaking of his future activities Sir
Hubert Wilkins says: — “I have not made
up my mind what the next job will be. I
may have a chance to get half a million
dollars from someone and build another
submarine. I will see that the next one will
‘sub’ any way. The old Nautilus was
apparently afraid to go under, even for the
last time, but she was finally persuaded, and
I am not sorry to see the last of her. Yet she
served our purpose very well, and at a great
saving of money. I would have built a new
vessel for the experimental work, if I had
not been able to get the O-12 at an expense
of about half a million dollars. Now for
about half that expense and due to our
experiments, this year, I think we can build
something which will serve for our Arctic
investigation.
Furthermore, we have about 100,000
dollars’ worth of equipment left over from
this year's expedition, and which will serve
for the next. In general, I am well satisfied
with the recent expedition. I often wonder
whether I will get back to Australia again.
Perhaps not, but still I would like to visit
the place once more, and maybe one of
these days I will come out and have an
expedition to the north-west corner for the
British Museum. They asked me this year if
I would do that work and said that I could
start at any time. I would like to take some
real movies of Australia, and show the rest
of the world what it is really like.
So, few people know.”
Daily Mercury (Mackay, Qld), Friday 8
January 1932, page 3
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
70762542
9 January 1932
SIR HUBERT WILKINS
Another Polar Trip
Sketchy Plans Outlined
OMAHA (Nebraska), January 7.
Captain Sir Hubert Wilkins, the
Australian Arctic explorer, was forced
down at Omaha last night by unfavourable
weather. When interviewed today he
outlined sketchy plans for another trip to
one of the Poles.
He said: “I am going to Seattle to consult
engineers in regard to the construction of a
special aeroplane to use on a Polar
expedition that I have in mind. If I can get

what I want I may have an announcement to
make. There is still much work to be done
in the Arctic and Antarctic.
The interior of the Antarctic Continent is
virtually untouched. One can only, guess at
its secrets, which are locked in by
forbidding mountain ranges, and an attempt
to disclose these secrets is certainly
worthwhile.”
Sir Hubert left for Seattle today by
aeroplane.
Mercury (Hobart, Tas.), Saturday 9 January
1932, page 6.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
9939129

11 June 1932
AIRMEN TO EXPLORE FORBIDDING
ANTARCTIC.
THREE EXPEDITIONS PLAN TO
START NEXT YEAR.
Admiral Byrd, Lincoln Ellsworth and Sir
Hubert Wilkins NEW YORK, June 10.
In the coming autumn the famous American
Polar explorer, Rear-Admiral Byrd, plans to
start his second Antarctic expedition. He
will take with him 150 sledge dogs and
several aeroplanes.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the South Australian
explorer, also contemplates an expedition to
the Antarctic. He will probably start before
Admiral Byrd and proposes to take an
aeroplane for flights over unexplored
territory.

An advertisement from the (Mercury (Hobart, Tas.),
Saturday 9 January 1932, page 6.).

16 January 1932
SIR HUBERT WILKINS.
NEW FLIGHT IN MIND.
(Australian Cable Service.)
SEATTLE. Jan. 8.
Sir Hubert Wilkins has arrived here to
consult with aviation officials and engineers
on his plans for a new type of aeroplane to
be used in another exploration trip. He said
that the plans for the new submarine had
been drawn under his direction.
An announcement will be made as to his
contemplated trip in March on his return to
Europe.
Northern Herald (Cairns, Qld), Saturday 16
January 1932, page 12.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
49897008
26 May 1932
Wilkins Arctic Expedition
London, Wednesday. —
The Morning Post’s Rome corresponded
says Sir Hubert Wilkins announces a further
Arctic expedition. He is having a special
submarine built. It will be equipped in
England and will be modelled on the lines
of the Nautilus but certain defects will be
avoided.
Advocate (Burnie,Tas.) 26 May 1932 pge 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/6
7927629
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An advertisement from the (Advocate,(Burnie, Tas. 26
May 1932 page 1.).

An innovation for the Antarctic will be
the tractors which Admiral Byrd will have
for crossing the barren, lonely spaces near
the Pole. He will take only one ship, the
Bear, but it is large enough to accommodate
all his extensive equipment. The financial
depression prevented Byrd obtaining
monetary help elsewhere, so he will finance
the expedition himself.
The Byrd Expedition of 1929-30 was
particularly well equipped. Two ships
landed the explorers at the Bay of Whales,
where a camp christened Little America
was established. A flight over the South
Pole was made and valuable scientific data
secured. The explorers kept in touch with
the civilised world with, a powerful radio
set. Sir Hubert Wilkins is at Oslo (Norway),
where he has inspected a sealing vessel,
which he may buy or charter.
The owners expect a decision from him
next week. An Oslo newspaper says that Sir
Hubert hopes to make use of the aeroplane
he will take south with him.
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The expedition will play an important
role in scientific exploration. Ellsworth’s
will be a “look-see” flight. In a heavy
aeroplane, waking what may well prove to
be the longest Polar flight, the veteran
airmen will take numerous photographs of
such natural features as they cross —
mountains, glaciers, scarps, and so on. They
will probably navigate by means of dead
reckoning (that is, by calculating the speed
of the craft and the actual line of flight
being made, which is done through the use
of a drift indicator), checking their
calculations periodically by observations
through a sum compass. Thus they will be
able to fix the positions of the natural
features they photograph with a fair degree
of accuracy.
IMPORTANT FLIGHTS
The utility of such a flight, from a
scientific standpoint, is decried in some
circles; on the other hand, it is held that the
result of such aerial work is of great
fundamental importance. In the first place
the photographs are invaluable to a ground
party crossing the same terrain, if such it
proves to be. The results of the expedition
should add greatly to the meagre knowledge
of the interior of the forbidding continent.
Not only should they determine whether
there is a channel bisecting the continent at
its narrowest point, but they should produce
much evidence of the topography and
geological formation of the land, and
increase our knowledge of meteorological
conditions obtaining in the ice and snow
clad hinterland.
At best, however, they will add only a
little to what Polar explorers know, even if
they double present knowledge. Though
many expeditions have worked in various
sectors of Antarctica, the continent is
almost wholly unknown. Only the fringes
have been explored, by no means
extensively.

(Below)
THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT, where three expeditious
led respectively by Sir Hubert Wilkins, Rear-Admiral
Robert Byrd, and Lincoln Ellsworth, will seek to wrest
secrets from the icy wastes. All the expeditions will use
aeroplanes. MacRobertson Land, shown near the right
hand bottom corner of the map, was named by Sir
Douglas Mawson on his last expedition. The map also
shows the route Watkins proposed to take, but his venture
has been abandoned.

Flights are likely to be made across the
South Pole between the Bay of Whales and
Weddell Sea. Recently a cable message
from Copenhagen said that Sir Hubert was
planning another submarine trip to the
Arctic, but American reports in May were
that he proposed to take an aeroplane to the
Antarctic.
WILL PROBE SNOW-CLAD WASTES
In the near future the Antarctic will be the
battle ground of three rival expeditions, for
in addition to those of Byrd and Wilkins,
Lincoln Ellsworth, veteran American
Antarctic flier, will essay to solve the
mysteries of the vast snow-clad wastes.
Mr. H. G. Watkins, leader of the British
Greenland Expedition, had planned to

attempt to cross the region from the
Weddell Sea by dog sledge in 1933, but that
expedition has now fallen through. The
object of the explorers is to determine
whether the frozen continent is composed
of two great land masses or only one;
whether there is a bisecting channel
between the Ross and Weddell Seas.
Ellsworth announced recently that he
would make a 3,000-mile non-stop round
trip flight between the Bay of Whales and
the Filcchner shelf ice. His pilot will be
Bernt Balchen, who flew Admiral Byrd’s
aeroplane across the Atlantic and later
piloted him to the South Pole and back.
SMALL PARTY
The expedition is to be a small one,
consisting of about a dozen men, according
to present plans, says the “New York
Times,” and only one aeroplane, to be
specially designed, will be taken. The date
of departure, now only tentatively set, is the
autumn of 1933. This means that the
expedition should reach Antarctica early in
the summer of 1934 and that the night
should be made between then and May,
when winter again closes in.
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FASCINATING PROBLEM
Another fascinating problem is presented
in the possible geological connection
between Antarctica, and South America, on
the one hand, and Australia and New
Zealand on the other.
Were these land masses once connected
by land bridges? The best-known sector of
the continent is the Ross Sea area, from
South Victoria Land in the west, and King
Edward Land in the east, to the Pole. It has
always been the easiest point of attack since
Ross valiantly pushed his ships through the
ice pack 90 years ago, and began a voyage
which he thought would take him to the
Pole.
He was astonished and dismayed when
the barrier, which has fired the imaginations
of scores of explorers, barred his way with
its massive wall of ice. Scott and
Shackleton explored the mountains which
strike south along the rim of the Ross shelf,
and they mapped many of the magnificent
glaciers which debouch from the Polar
plateau.
AUSTRALIAN QUADRANT
It is in the Australian quadrant that most
of the interesting work of the large
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expeditions has been done, because the
seasonally open Ross Sea usually gives
access to the barrier and to the mainland to
the west. The first voyage made by Scott in
the Discovery was probably the most
prolific scientific expedition ever sent to the
Polar Regions.
The extent of his surveys and toe amount
of data gathered were astonishing, even
though Scott worked in a virgin field.
Shackleton’s expedition climbed Mount
Erebus, and gained the south magnetic pole,
be sides penetrating to within 100 miles of
the South Pole. Amundsen called this the
greatest march in Antarctic exploration. The
area just to the west of South Victoria Land
was explored by Sir Douglas Mawson on
his first expedition. He mapped large
sections of Adelie Land and George V.
Land, and penetrated Wilkes Land, just to
the west of the point where he established
his base.

Sir Ernest Shackleton. *OSU Polar Archives [shacleton9].

NORWEGIAN WORK
The Norwegians hare done more at Coats
Land and Caird Land than any others, but
when the Weddell Sea is reached there is a
story of heavy ice, which no vessel has
successfully backed. Only unusually open
conditions permitted Weddell to reach a
little further south than 74 degrees. So it
can be seen that only the fringe of the
Antarctic continent, the largest unknown
area in the world, has been investigated by
man and that only in comparatively recent
years. The interior is grim and forbidding, a
waste space of snow and ice and high
winds.
Men have advanced, a little way, have
reached the Pole, have penetrated to come
extent from the fringes of the Ross Sea and
the Graham Archipelago, but most of the
vast territory has defied their efforts.
Mail (Adelaide, SA), Saturday 11 June
1932, page 4.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/5
9310137
13 July 1932
SIR HUBERT WILKINS
One of World’s Most Intrepid Figures.
MONASH’S TRIBUTE

The story told on Monday by Mr. J. R.
Janson, an engineer on the American motor
ship Sawokla, concerning the attempted trip
by Sir Hubert Wilkins to the North Pole by
submarine occasioned much comment. Mr.
Janson paid a tribute to Sir Hubert’s known
courage, but said that he was working in an
unfamiliar clement, as his previous
achievements had been on land and in the
air, not in the sea.
The suggestion made in some quarters
that Mr. Janson imputed cowardice is
dispelled at once by a careful reading of his
story. Such a suggestion in relation to Sir
Hubert Wilkins would be manifestly
absurd, for Sir John Monash once described
him as “the bravest man in the A.I.F.” This
striking tribute was paid in a conversation
with a mutual friend.
Sir John Monash said that he could
understand the courage of men who charged
with a rule and bayonet in their hands, but
be never ceased to be amazed at the daring
with which Wilkins went over the top with
nothing but his camera. Time after time be
kept pace with the first line of the
advancing troops, taking pictures under fire
as coolly as though he were at a garden
party. What Stefannson said was Wilkins
was wounded nine times at the war, but it
did not quench his thirst for adventure.
His aeroplane flight across the North Pole
with one companion in 1928 astounded the
world. He was second in command of the
Stefansson Arctic Expedition, and when
Stefansson visited Australia in 1924 he said
of him: — “The bravest of the brave.
Australia does not yet know what a
wonderful man she has produced in Captain
Wilkins. The world is ringing with the fame
of lesser men. It is not correct to say that
Captain Wilkins is merely modest. He is
aggressively modest. He does not like even
to be called captain. He combined with this
extraordinary reticence about his
achievements the most consummate
fearlessness and daring. I had many good
men with me, but if I were compelled to
pick out the best I would say unhesitatingly
the Australian, George Wilkins! He is a
man who has won lasting distinction in two
great fields of human endeavour.
Earned a Knighthood
Wilkins, who was born at Mount Bryan
East in 1888, seems always to be keen on,
or planning an adventure and his services to
mankind earned him a knighthood in 1928
and a score of recognitions. His first real
adventures were as photographic
correspondent with the Turkish troops in
the Balkan war. 1912-13. He was with
Stefansson in the Arctic Circle when the
Great War broke out, and news of it did not
reach the party until 1916. Wilkins at once
hastened back to Australia where he was
given a commission in the Australian
Flying Corps.
Then from 1917 to the close of the war be
was connected with the Military History
Department as Official Photographer, and
in that position was twice mentioned in
despatches. He gained the Military Cross
and bar. Stefansson has written that when
he met Sir John Monash. Monash’s first
words to him were:—“You said at the town
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hall (Melbourne) that Captain Wilkins had
been one of your mainstays in the Arctic. I
want to thank you for emphasising that
point here in Australia as you did, for he
was one of my mainstays also in France.”
Quiet, Purposeful Photographer Stefansson
related that Sir John Monash told him that
while he was major-general and not in
supreme command of the Australian forces,
he used to hear of a photographer who was
around occasionally during battles, and at
other times, quietly taking pictures in the
mast exposed positions, and doing other
things, the courage and romance of which
now and then came to the general’s ears
through definite reports, or as topics of
general conversation. This is the man whom
South Australians know; the man who
seems to have stepped from some boy's
adventure story to personify and to do all
that Wells or Verne imagined in their
romantic Sights. Sir Hubert Wilkins has
explored the Antarctic and the Arctic, has
flown over the North Pole, and tramped
through Northern Australia. All of these
adventures have been associated with never
forgotten heroism. The list of his honours in
“Who’s Who” is one of the longest in the
book.

SIR HUBERT WILKINS

Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), Wednesday 13
July 1932, page 8.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/3
4688343
20 August 1932
WILKINS GIVES HIS VERSION
JONSON’S STORY THE NAUTILUS.
ADELAIDE. Friday.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, after receiving Press
cuttings of the story of his expedition, told
by J. R. Jonson, engineer of the motor-ship
Sawokla, published on July 12, cabled his
brother. Mr. T. W. Wilkins, of Myrtle
Bank, Adelaide, today that Jonson was
rated as one of four mechanics, not as
engineer. After crossing the Atlantic he was
discharged, and tearfully begged Sir Hubert
Wilkins to intercede. The engineer gave
him another chance.
Later, Jonson demanded higher pay,
which, at the request of the captain and the
engineer, was refused. Jonson threatened
revenge on the engineer, the captain, and
Sir Hubert Wilkins. Wilkins says; “After
the Nautilus had been seven times under,
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the photographer, and I landed on ice to
photograph the eighth plunge.
No provisions were left on the Nautilus,
and the wireless was on the ice only when
all the crew were ashore.” Sir Hubert
Wilkins adds: “Jonson’s discharge was
marked ‘honourable.’ “The cablegram
concludes: “Affidavits from officers
available upholding the above statements.”

Sir H. Wilkins.

Labor Daily (Sydney, NSW), Saturday 20
August 1932, page 7.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
37053748

A cartoon from the (Labor Daily (Sydney, NSW), Saturday
20 August 1932, page 7.). (Below)

29 August 1932
Polar Expeditions North and South.
Sir H. Wilkins’s Plans.
Aeroplane and Submarine.
Antarctic Weather Stations.
New York, Aug 26.
The Australian explorer Sir Hubert
Wilkins in a special interview gave an
outline of two projects which will complete
his polar investigations by supplying the
remaining data on which he will organise
on international bureau for the purpose of
establishing permanent meteorological
bases in the Arctic and Antarctic zones. He
claims that it will then be possible to make
weather forecasts for both the northern and
southern hemispheres for years in advance.
He has already spent 11 years in this
work and he is particularly interested in the
Antarctic. He declares that the
meteorological information will be of great
value to Australia New Zealand the South
American countries. California, Florida,
South Africa, India,
Malaya and China
Sir Hubert Wilkins’s first new expedition
will include an Antarctic aeroplane flight.
His financial backer is Mr. Lincoln
Ellsworth The expedition will leave
Dunedin in November 1933 and will call at
Australian ports on its return Sir Hubert
Wilkins has bought a 500-ton Norwegian
whaler with auxiliary engines to take the
aeroplane to the edge of the ice barrier in
the Ross Sea.
Thence he will fly from the South Pacific
across the Antarctic continent to the South
Atlantic and return it is 1,500 miles across
the continent from the Ross Sea to the
Weddell Sea. He will use a Lockheed
aeroplane He used one on in flight across
the Arctic Ocean from Point Barlow to
Spitsbergen. The machine is being built at
New York. It is of a new type with a single
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engine and it will have a speed of 240 miles
an hour. It will carry 1,000lb and will be
able to fly 5,000 miles non-stop. Sir Hubert
Wilkins still not descends on the Weddell
Sea. He will merely fly there and fly
straight back with the object of discovering
whether the intervening territory consists of
a large continent or whether it is split into a
group of islands.
In 1928 and 1929 Sir Hubert Wilkins
discovered 14 new islands in the area,
which as formerly thought to be Graham
Land and a part of the main Antarctic
continent. Beyond these, southward, the
continent apparently extends, but it has not
been explored, and it is important to know
its exact formation.
There will be four persons in the
aeroplane namely, Sir Hubert Wilkins, Mr.
Ellsworth, a meteorologist and Bernt
Balchen a Norwegian polar pilot who flew
with Sir Hubert Wilkins in 1925, when Sir
Hubert Wilkins failing to obtain assistance
in Australia for an Antarctic expedition
changed his plans and went to the Arctic.
Conditions under Ice.
The second project is another crossing of
the Arctic Ocean in a submarine in the
summer of 1934 Sir Hubert Wilkins will be
in command. He points out tint the
submarine cruise last year accomplished all
that was intended in ascertaining conditions
under the ice. It was experimental but the
scientific results were so successful that one
American institution immediately voted
10,000 dollars (about £2,000) to publish
data which will be issued next month.
The data relates to oceanography and
information concerning the influence of
gravity under northern conditions, which
gives an idea of the geological content of
the earth. The object of the proposed
crossing will be to determine the condition
of the mid-Arctic ice during the spring and
to decide whether it will be safe to establish
a camp on the ice, or whether it will be
necessary to maintain a submarine beneath
the ice for meteorological observations.
A new submarine which will be simple in
construction will cost 75,000 dollars (about
£15,000). Tenders for its construction will
be invited from Great Britain and Germany
but as Americans are backing the
expedition the vessel will probably be built
in the United States The voyage will be less
expensive than the previous one, because
Sir Hubert Wilkins has scientific equipment
used on the list expedition which is north
150,000 dollars (about £30,000) The party
will number seven and the expedition will
start from Spitsbergen.
Mr Ellsworth is a remarkable man. He is
a wealthy bachelor aged 53 years and is a
geologist and a civil engineer. He has a
castle in Switzerland and his hobby is
mountaineering. He shuns publicity and is
devoted to scientific work. He knew with
the late Captain Roald Amundsen to the
Arctic in 1925, and was lost for six weeks.
In 1927 he took part in an airship flight
across the North Pole. Although American
money has enabled Sir Hubert Wilkins to
earn fame, he still cherishes his Australian
citizenship. He understands the difficulty
there is in obtaining Australian support for
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scientific enterprises. Conditions are very
different there from those in the United
States where there are many millionaires
eager to give substantial backing to
scientific research.
Nevertheless, he hopes to persuade the
Australian and New Zealand Governments
to participate later in the proposed
international meteorological bureau.
Details of Distribution
Sir Hubert Wilkins explains that the
Antarctic ice miss is a refrigerating unit it is
important to base details of the distribution
of the ice about the surrounding waters, the
surface conditions and the influence and
direction of low temperature currents.
Complete international cooperation is
necessary for success Peru and Chile have
delayed their projected meteorological
programmes in the hope that wider
combined action still be forthcoming.
Sir Hubert Wilkins says that his work in
the past has been done practically without
Government assistance. There remains only
a little geographical investigation to
determine the best sites for the weather
stations.
Argus (Melbourne, Vic.), Monday 29
August 1932, page 7.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/4
470759
29 August 1932
Polar Exploration
New Projects by Sir Hubert Wilkins
Antarctic Flights in 1933.
Submarine to Arctic in 1934.
New York, Saturday.
The Australian explorer, Sir Hubert
Wilkins, in an interview with the special
representative of the Australian Press
Association, outlined projects, which will
complete his polar investigations, for the
supplying of remaining data on which to
organise an international bureau for the
purpose of establishing permanent
meteorological bases in the Arctic and
Antarctic zones to give the northern and
southern hemispheres weather forecasts
years in advance.
Sir Hubert Wilkins has already spent 11
years on this work. He is particularly
interested in the Antarctic, and declares that
this meteorological, information would be
of great value, to Australia, New Zealand,
and South American countries, California,
Florida, South Africa, India, Malaya and
China.
The first expedition will be an Antarctic
aeroplane flight which his financial backer,
Mr. Lincoln Ellsworth, in conducting,
leaving Dunedin in November, 1933, and
calling at Australian ports on return. He has
purchaser, a Norwegian whaler of 500 tons,
with auxiliary engines. He will take the
aeroplane to the edge of the icefield in the
Ross Sea, and thence make a flight of
discovery from the Pacific to Atlantic and
return. It is 1500 miles across to the
Weddell Sea.
Mr. Northrop, designer of Lockheed
planes in one of which Sir Hubert Wilkins
flew across the Arctic Ocean, is now
building the machine in a New York

factory. It is a new type or single-engine
aeroplane with a speed of 240 miles an
hour, carrying 1000lb. weight, and capable
of flying 5,000 miles non-stop, thus giving
a margin of 2000 miles. Sir Hubert Wilkins
will not land on the Weddell Sea, but will
merely fly there and return, the idea being
to discover whether the Pacific centre
consists of a large continent or whether it is
split into a group of islands.
In 1928-1929, Sir Hubert Wilkins
discovered 14 new islands in an area
formerly thought, to be part of the main
Antarctic continent. Beyond these to the
southward, the continent apparently
extended, but it has not been explored, and
it is important to know the exact formation.
There will be four in the aeroplane, namely,
Mr. Lincoln Ellsworth, Sir Hubert Wilkins,
a meteorologist, and Mr. Bernt Balchen, the
Norwegian airman failing to obtain
Australian assistance for an Antarctic
expedition, changed his plans and went to
the Arctic.
Canberra Times (ACT), Monday 29
August 1932, page 2.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
300818

FIRST EXPEDITION
Flight over Antarctic.
Ross to Weddell Sea.
The first expedition will be an aero-plane
flight in the Antarctic, which his financial
backer, Mr. Lincoln Ellsworth, is
conducting. He will leave Dunedin in
November. 1933, and will call at the
Australian ports on return.
Sir Hubert has purchased a Norwegian
whaler of 500 tons with auxiliary engines.
He will take the aeroplane to the edge of the
ice-field on the Ross Sea, and will then
make a flight of discovery from the Pacific
to the Atlantic Ocean, and return. It is 1,600
miles across to the Weddell Sea.
Mr. Northrop, designer of the Lockheed
aeroplanes, in one of which Sir Hubert
Wilkins flew across the Arctic Ocean, is
building a new type of single-engine
aeroplane at his factory in New York. This
aeroplane will have a speed of 240 miles an
hour, carrying a weight of 1,000lb., and will
be capable of a flight of 5,000 miles nonstop, thus giving a margin of 2,000 miles
for the flight.

The Nautilus and 3 crew. *OSU Polar Archives [nautilus3].

29 August 1932
EXPLORING THE POLES
Sir Hubert Wilkins’s Expeditions
By Aeroplane in the South
Submarine Crossing of the Arctic
NEW YORK, August 26.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the Australian
explorer, in a special interview today,
outlined two projects by which he will
complete his polar investigations. Sir
Hubert is securing information by means of
which it will be possible to organise an
international bureau for the purpose of
establishing permanent meteorological
bases in the Arctic and Antarctic zones.
These would give the northern and southern
hemispheres weather forecasts years in
advance.
Sir Hubert, who has already spent 11
years at this work, is particularly interested
in the Antarctic. He declares that the
meteorological information will be of great
value to Australia, New Zealand, South
American countries, California, Florida,
South Africa, India, Malaya, and China.
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SIR HUBERT WILKINS.
the well-known Australian explorer, who intends to
explore the Antarctic by aeroplane and the Arctic
by submarine.

Sir Hubert Wilkins will not land at the
Weddell Sea but will merely fly there and
back with the idea of discovering whether
the Pacific centre consists of a large
continent, or whether it is split into a group
of islands.
In 1928-29 Sir Hubert Wilkins
discovered 14 new islands in an area which
was formerly thought to be part of the main
Arctic continent. Beyond these the
southward continent apparently extended,
but it has not been explored, and it is
important to know the exact formation.
There will be four in the aeroplane —Sir
Hubert Wilkins, Ellsworth, a meteorologist,
and Bernt Balchen, the Norwegian, who
flew with Sir Hubert in the Arctic in 1925
when Wilkins, failing to obtain assistance
in Australia for an Antarctic expedition
changed his plans and went to the Arctic.
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ARCTIC CROSSING BY SUBMARINE
The second project is another crossing of
the Arctic Ocean in a submarine. This will
be carried out in the summer of 1934.
Sir Hubert Wilkins points out that the
submarine cruise which he commanded in
1931, accomplished all that was intended
on that occasion — ascertaining the
conditions under the ice. It was an
experiment, but the scientific results were
so successful that an American institution
immediately voted 10,000 dollars (£2,000)
to publish data, which he was issuing next
month.
This concerned oceanography, relating to
bottom samples; contents of the watery
ocean temperatures; gravity measurements,
and the influence of gravity under northern
conditions, giving an idea of the geological
content of the earth’s formation.
The second expedition across the Arctic
would be aimed at determining the
condition of the ice in mid-Arctic, to decide
whether it would be safe to establish a camp
there, or whether it would be necessary to
maintain a submarine beneath the ice for
meteorological observation.
Sir Hubert Wilkins stated that the
submarine, which was simple in
construction, would cost 75,000 dollars
(£15,000). He had obtained tenders from
Great Britain and Germany, but seeing that
he had American backing, he would
probably build the submarine in America.
The voyage would be less expensive than
the previous submarine journey, because he
had retained 150,000 dollars’ worth of the
scientific equipment used on that occasion.
The party would number seven. The
expedition will start from Spitsbergen.
ELLSWORTH'S CAREER.
Mr. Ellsworth is a remarkable man.
He is aged 53 years, and is a wealthy
bachelor. He is a geologist and civil
engineer, and has a castle in Switzerland.
His hobby is mountaineering. He shuns
publicity, and is devoted to scientific work.
In 1925 he flew in the Arctic with
Captain Amundsen, and was lost for six
weeks, and in 1927 participated in a flight
across the North Pole in an airship.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, although American
finance has enabled him to earn such fame,
still cherishes his Australian citizenship.
While he was attending the trans-oceanic
conference of aviators at Rome last month
he saw an American flag stuck in the
bonnet of the car. He would not enter the
car until someone found an Australian flag,
which he carried.
Sir Hubert understands the difficulty in
obtaining Australian support for his
scientific enterprises. He says it is different
in the United States of America, where
many millionaires are eager to give
substantial backing.
Nevertheless, the explorer hopes to
persuade the Australian and New Zealand
Governments to participate in the
International Bureau.
METEOROLOGICAL SCHEME.
Sir Hubert Wilkins points out that his
scheme of a chain of meteorological
stations is important from the Australian

and New Zealand points of view, and
promises that reasonably accurate seasonal
forecasts will be possible many 2 years in
advance.
He explains that the Antarctic mass of ice
is a refrigerating unit, and it is important to
have details of the distribution of the ice,
the surrounding waters, also the surface
conditions, and influence and direction of
low temperature currents from the
Antarctic.
Complete international co-operation, he
says, is necessary for success, Peru and
Chile are delaying their projected
meteorological programme in the hope of
wider combined action.
Sir Hubert Wilkins says that his work
hitherto has been done almost without
Government assistance, and it only remains
to make a little geographical investigation
to determine the best sites for weather
stations.
Sir Hubert Wilkins will be remembered
by many Australian soldiers as an official
photographer on the Western Front. His
spirit of adventure and utter recklessness of
personal safety were evidenced by repeated
journeys to the front line, accompanying the
first attacking line, and following the
barrage carrying a movie camera. His
pictures, showing a few soldiers standing or
kneeling with a background of grey smoke,
indicate the perilous positions he sought.
Mercury (Hobart, Tas.), Monday 29 August
1932, page 7.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
4701182

Item on the page from (Mercury (Hobart, Tas.), Monday
29 August 1932, page 7.).

3 September 1932
ODDS ON THE WEATHER.
POLAR RESEARCH AND LONG
RANGE FORECASTS.
BY CROSBIE MORRISON.
A world-wide dream of centuries will be
realised if Sir Hubert Wilkins succeeds in
the great enterprise which, he announced
this week of completing the reconnaissance
of the Antarctic continent by air, and of the
Arctic Ocean by submarine, and then of
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forecasting with reasonable accuracy the
seasons in the principal producing countries
years by the aid of polar observations.
Sir Hubert Wilkins has explained that his
aerial expedition to the Antarctic Regions
next year will be for reconnaissance only, to
determine suitable sites for a chain of
meteorological observing stations. The
value of his subsequent submarine voyage
under the Arctic ice, however, must depend
on the knowledge which he is able to gain
in a brief time of the warm and cold
currents in the sea beneath the ice. By
linking the currents in that region with
those farther south in the routes of regular
navigation it might be possible to forecast
the extent to which the Arctic ice cap will
thicken or thaw, and from that information
to deduce subsequent effects on the weather
in inhabited countries.

A sunset from the deck of the Nautilus. *OSU Polar
Archives [nautilus-9].

The economic possibilities of a reliable
forecast of droughts and years of plenty in
the agricultural and pastoral areas of
Australia, New Zealand, South America,
California, South Africa, India, Malaya, and
China are tremendous. There is little
definite evidence yet, however, of the
feasibility of such forecasts. Sir Hubert
Wilkins bases his claims on considerations
which at present are almost completely
empirical, although his arguments, taken by
and large, have been supported by other
eminent polar explorers. It is well known,
for example, that in some seasons the
Antarctic ice mass extends much farther
north than in others. It is logical to expect
that the approach and recession of such a
huge refrigerated mass should influence the
prevailing temperatures of inhabited lands
to the north.
Will any series of observations in the
Antarctic regions or elsewhere make it
possible to forecast the disposition of the
ice in subsequent years? And will the ice
movements in one year be reflected in the
weather conditions of inhabited countries
farther north a year or more later?
Observations in the Arctic and sub-Arctic
regions, where there is an appreciable
amount of merchant shipping and therefore
a more continuous supply of information,
have given no conclusive evidence.
Temperature is only one of the factors to be
considered. The storage of water vapour in
the atmosphere, which occurs principally
within the tropics, is the prime economic
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factor in weather, and temperature is of
importance only so far as it accelerates the
circulation of moisture-laden air to other
regions, and causes the moisture to
condense and fall as rain. The full value of
the meteorological results which have been
obtained by many polar expeditions will
never be known until these results have
been correlated with contemporary
observations in every other region of the
globe — a forbidding task, which has not
been completed for any long series of polar
records.
Curious Weather Relationships.
Sir Gilbert Walker, formerly head of the
Indian Meteorological Service, is the
pioneer of successful correlation of weather
results. His conclusions, founded entirely
on statistical mathematics, have been
comparatively effective in predicting the
monsoon seasons for India. The most
remarkable feature of his system is the
diversity of the places the weather
conditions of which are linked with that of
India, apparently without rhyme or reason.
Temperatures in the Aleutian Islands, off
the coast of Alaska ; force and direction of
pre-vailing winds at the Seychelles;
barometer readings in Santiago and the
Argentine, Darwin, Batavia, and Zanzibar,
and the variability of the barometer
readings at Cape Town; departure from the
average monthly rainfall at Zanzibar,
Dares-Salaam, and Banani, on the East
African coast, and at Java; extent of snow
on the Himalayas, and variation in the
rainfall in Southern Rhodesia, all appear to
be related in some way to the subsequent
weather in the three sections of India. The
reasons for the relationship no one knows;
mathematical reckoning simply
demonstrates that it exists.
Working on this system, the Indian
Meteorological Service lays the odds each
year on the coming monsoonal rainfall. Sir
Gilbert Walker deprecated the use of the
term “forecast” for this long-range service.
He preferred to call it “fore-shadowing,”
and the annual prediction is quoted as a
probability of 4 to 1, The bulletin issued
recently for the coming season shows that
the factors on which the probabilities are
based for the three sections of India
conflict. Reducing each mathematically to
its relative importance, the meteorological
office announces that in the peninsular
section of India the odds are 4 to 1 in favour
of the rainfall being between 83 per cent,
and 113 per cent, of the average. In NorthWest India the odds are 4 to 1 in favour of a
rainfall more than 80 per cent, of the
average, and in North-East India they arc 4
to 1 that the rainfall will be between 93 per
cent, and 112 per cent, of the average, or,
taken from another aspect, that the rainfall
will not be less than 96 per cent, of the
average. Given polar ice observations over
a period of years it would probably be
possible to lengthen these odds, but as the
basis is essentially mathematical only a
long series of records and a statistical
examination would demonstrate the extent
to which polar conditions would affect the
result.

It is an interesting fact that the weather at
Darwin has a definite relation to weather in
more, parts of the world than any other
region which has been examined, but that
this is probably only an occurrence of
chance is suggested by the fact that no
definite relation has been found yet between
the weather at Darwin and that at stations in
Australia less than 100 miles distant.
Romance of the Service.
The romance of polar exploration is
based more on meteorological research than
on any other field of scientific
investigation. In shorter range forecasting,
too, there is adventure and glamour. Two
men in charge of a wireless station on
lonely Willis Island, out in the Pacific,
beyond the shelter of the Great Barrier
Reef, and far removed from regular
shipping routes, sustain their only contact
with civilisation the year round by wireless,
save for the annual visit of the relief and
supply ship. Their sole object is to supply
weather information from a point in the
path of the cyclones which travel toward
Australia from the north-east. Their daily
observations are included in the weather
maps which are published by the
Commonwealth Meteorological Bureau
each morning, and, in addition, they supply
information to any ship which may call
them by wireless. If a cyclone is imminent,
the fact is broadcast immediately to all
ships in time to permit them to take shelter
and in this way many wrecks have been
averted in the treacherous region of the
coral.
There is another aspect of polar weather
research, however, which has an important
economic bearing on future aerial port. The
shortest aerial route between the old world
and the new is across the Arctic Circle.
Preliminary investigators are now in
progress to determine the reliability and
safety of such a route. When Sir Hubert
Wilkins first announced his intention to fly
across the North Pole from Point Barrow to
Spitsbergen Roald Amundsen said. “He
will never do it in an aeroplane. To descend
on the icefloes is almost certain sudden
death or ultimate destruction.” But Wilkins
did it. Byrd performed similar feats in the
south, and since then many successful
flights in the Polar Regions have shown that
even with the present meagre knowledge of
flying conditions there travel by air is
reasonably safe. Watkins and his men have
down consistently in Northern Greenland
and Watkins met his death not in the air, but
in an Eskimo boat. The lonely vigil of
Augustin Courtsuld through an Arctic
winter in an isolated observing station on
the Greenland ice cap provided
meteorological data which may be
expected, in a few years, to lead to the
establishment of an Arctic air route.
Argus (Melbourne, Vic.), Saturday 3
September 1932, page 4.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/4
495940
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7 September 1932
“SMITHY” WILL BE HERE ON
SEPTEMBER 23
WORLD’S GREATEST AIRMAN
WANTS NO FUSS.
Graphic History of the Southern Gross
Vacuum Oil Company Proprietary,
Limited, has received advice that AirCommodore Sir Charles Kingsford Smith in
his famous aeroplane, the Southern Cross,
will visit Port Pirie and district on Friday,
September 23. Full details will be published
soon.
The decision of Sir Charles to visit Pirie
will be gratifying to many who are eager to
see the wonderful 3-engined monoplane
with such an historic record.
As the great aviator is paying the visit
from purely professional motives to engage
in passenger carrying flights, it is
particularly requested that no public
functions of any kind be organised.
NO CIVIC WELCOMES
Sir Charles has asked that all civic,
Returned Soldiers, and other authorities
should refrain from any public welcomes.
The tour of South Australia will last about
three weeks, and a large number of centres
will be visited.
Consequently, his work will be heavy and
onerous. He has publicly stated that he
wishes to remain in Australia, and it is only
by the cooperation of the public in avoiding
any extra strain, such as social and public
engagements, that he will be able to carry
on.

SIR CHARLES KINGSFORD SMITH

He will be honoured to meet officials and
others privately.
WONDERFUL AIRMAN
Sir Charles was the first Australian to fly
across the Atlantic. He was also the first
man in the world to have flown across two
oceans, Atlantic and Pacific, and at the
same time cross the Tasman Sea to New
Zealand.
Up to the time of his flight across the
Atlantic, no machine had ever made an
uninterrupted flight westward from Europe
to New York without mishap, and the
journey, in the opinion of notable aviators
and navigators, is a particularly dangerous
one.
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MAKER OF HISTORY
When the history of the present decade is
written one of the most interesting chapters
will be that about aviation, and first among
the names of great pioneers of long-distance
flights will be that of Air Commodore Sir
Charles Kingsford Smith.
More than ever does the history of the
Southern Cross read like a story-book when
we remember that for more than six months
it was abandoned on the icy wastes of
Alaska by another famous Australian, Sir
Hubert Wilkins, who took two Fokkers with
him and left them both in Alaska after a
rearrangement of his plans.
The wings of one machine and fuselage
of the other lay buried under the snow and
ice for months before they were retrieved.
Before Kingsford Smith and Mr. C .T. P.
Ulm purchased the machine, it had been
used for the transport or passengers to all
manner of places.
FAMOUS PLANE
After the transatlantic flight the Southern
Cross was flown by “Smithy” to Oaklands,
California, and presented to Capt. Hancock,
who was the financial backer on their
Pacific flight. Hancock in turn presented it
back to “Smithy,” and it was shipped to
Australia, converted into a commercial
passenger, carrying machine, and used by
the Australian National Airways mainly for
their Tasmanian service.
Recorder (Port Pirie, SA), Wednesday 7
September 1932, page 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/9
6013479

of the dangers of sunken icebergs and
glaciers and deep crevices,”
I continued. “Is the life interesting down
there? Have you ever been caught in a
blizzard? I wouldn’t like to be.”
(Orange Certificate to S. Bigg (14), 34 DeWinton-street, Waitara.)
Sun (Sydney, NSW), Sunday 2 October
1932, page 2.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
29256542

Lincoln Ellsworth and Bernt Balchen, a
noted pilot, on an aerial expedition of the
Antarctic this summer, plans a second
submarine journey to the Arctic in 1934 or
1935.
A study of weather conditions will be the
objective in the far-north journey. The
plane to be used by Mr. Ellsworth will
arrive here on Tuesday for test flights.
West Australian (Perth, WA), Wednesday
22 February 1933, page 9.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/3
2466424
10 May 1933
‘Sir Hubert Wilkins’
Messrs. J. and N. Tait announce that
arrangements have been completed with Sir
Hubert Wilkins to make a number of
personal appearances in Australia about
September next just before his expedition to
the Antarctic. Sir Hubert Wilkins’s
narratives will be accompanied by some
interesting moving pictures taken by
himself.
The Sydney Morning Herald, 10 May 1933,
page14.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
6984572

An item from the (Sun (Sydney, NSW), Sunday 2 October
1932, page 2.).
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(Below are a cross-word and entry from the Children’s
Pages.)

2 October 1932
How I Would Speak to the Person I
Would Most Like to Meet
Sir Hubert Wilkins
“YOU must have had a very adventurous
life,” I said to Sir Hubert Wilkins, who
sailed to the Arctic Ocean in his submarine.
“Please show me your submarine, Sir
Hubert.”
“It is a wonderful craft,” I said with
admiration. “I suppose you have had it
specially fitted with all the apparatus
needed for the long Journey?” “I have heard

Headline of an article on the same page from (West
Australian (Perth, WA), Wednesday 22 February 1933,
page 9).

22 February 1933
Coming Exploration.
Sir Hubert Wilkins’s Ambition.
Winnipeg, Feb. 20 —
A chain of meteorological stations linked
with posts in the Arctic, the tropics and the
Antarctic and in daily radio communication
with a central bureau, is the ambition of Sir
Hubert Wilkins the famous explorer. When
that becomes a reality, his life ambition will
have been fulfilled, he told interviewers
today. At the central station, he said, reports
would be assembled and correlated, making
long-distance weather forecasts possible.
Sir Hubert, who will accompany Messrs.
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30 May 1933
Coming to Australia
Sir Hubert Wilkins, explorer, formerly of
Adelaide, is to return to Australia in
September to give lectures under the
direction of Messrs. J. & N. Tait. Mr. Frank
S. Tait, in making this announcement, said
that Sir Hubert would be in in Australia for
only a couple of months. After leaving the
Commonwealth he would conduct his
Antarctic expedition for which he was now
making preparations.
On his arrival in London from New York
on April 21, when he his way to supervise
the preparations for a 3,000 mile non-stop
night across the Antarctic and back, Sir
Hubert said the flight would be made by
two American airmen, Lincoln Ellsworth,
who accompanied Amundsen's North Pole
expedition by airship in 1925, and Bert
Balchen, who flew with Byrd over the
South Pole. “If they come down there will
be no hope of rescue,” said Sir Hubert.
“They will have to cross 1,500 miles each
way of imported waste, 1,300 miles of
which has never been seen by the human
eye. They are relying on a single-engine
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monoplane with a speed of 222 miles an
hour and which lands at 42 miles an hour. It
will be fitted with skis for taking off from
the ice.”
Lady Wilkins, who has travelled
extensively with her adventurous husband,
said, “If Sir Hubert makes the journey next
year to the North. Pole, I am going also.”
(Border Watch (Mount Gambier, SA),
Tuesday 30 May 1933, page 5).
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
7975623
2 June 1933
Sir Hubert Wilkins.
The recent announcement that Sir Hubert
Wilkins is visiting Australia shortly has
attracted much interest, and the series of
lectures which he will give are sure to be
well attended. He is perhaps the most
famous Australian explorer and adventurer.
His polar exploits are well known, and it
seems that he is entirely without qualms
when personal risk is involved. Even now
he is completing arrangements for a nonstop flight across the Atlantic and back. He
has already tried the apparently impossible
in a submarine, and although he failed, his
failure was an honourable one, so if he does
succeed in his latest proposal, he can claim
to have gained world-wide fame by land,
sea, and air. South Australia might well be
proud of her former son.
Bunyip (Gawler, SA), Friday 2 June 1933,
page 8.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/9
6645214

An advertisement from the (Bunyip (Gawler, SA), Friday 2
June 1933, page 8.).

12 July 1933
Sir Hubert Wilkins
Canberra, Tuesday.
To record its appreciation of has splendid
achievements, the Federal Cabinet today
decided to invite Sir Hubert Wilkins, during
his Australian visit, to an official
Government luncheon, at Parliament
House, Canberra.
Daily Examiner (Grafton, NSW),
Wednesday 12 July 1933, page 4
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
95631321
24 August 1933
Sir Hubert Wilkins’ Visit Postponed
Sydney, Thursday. —
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the Adelaide
explorer, has postponed his be the guest of

the Commonwealth while here and to West
Australian Airways and to New England
Airways, who also invited him to be their
guest proposed visit to Australia
indefinitely. It had been expected that he
would visit Australia next month, but a
cable message received by Mr. R. R.
Pritchard, of Sydney, states that he expects
to go direct to New Zealand in the Antarctic
survey ship. He has asked Mr. Pritchard to
convey his thanks and appreciation to the
Prime Minister for his invitation for Sir
Hubert to be the guest of the
Commonwealth while here and to West
Australian Airways and to New England
Airways, who also invited him to be their
guest.
News (Adelaide, SA), Thursday 24 August
1933, page 9
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
28428611
21 September 1933
Mutual Help Among Women Readers
ARNHEM LAND
Natives As I Knew Them
By MARGARET MATTHEWS
DEAR ELIZABETH GEORGE
My experience among the aborigines of
Arnheim Land (for six years under the
Methodist Missionary Society), throw some
light on the people under discussion at
present. There is no need whatever for us to
be alarmed about them. May I remind you
of Sir Hubert Wilkins’ account of being
alone among them. They were curious to
see what that strange object could be. It was
a mosquito net he had put up. They crept up
to see. Captain Wilkins (as he was then)
feared to move lest something alarming
might happen. After satisfying their
curiosity, he heard the crackling of leaves
as they retreated. He was afraid to stir until
they had gone, lest they might
misunderstand his movements.
Friendly Attitude
The following morning, knowing that he
was being closely watched, he wisely took
his gun and placed it in his canoe, where it
could be seen. Then, going back to his fire,
appeared not to take notice of the situation.
Catching sight of a head peeping from
behind a tree, he signed to the man to come,
walking in his direction. By taking this
friendly attitude, he soon had a group of
them seated around the fire. He was
supposed at the time to have been lost or
killed by the Arnheim Land natives. I was
visiting his mother in Adelaide a short time
after, assuring her of his safety. The
aborigines told me he was a proper
gentleman. They can discriminate between
the true and the false characters, even
among mission workers.
Sense of Justice
I was once placed in an awkward position
through wrongly blaming a boy who was
under my care. Hasty judgment is
disastrous, as they have a strong sense of
justice among themselves. There are two
sides to this tragedy. It would be wise to put
ourselves in their place and consider. One
night at Goulburn Island my big dormitory
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girls were seated on mats on my bungalow
verandah listening to stories of the Red
Indians. It was 9 o'clock, when a knock was
heard at the door. The hurricane weather
had set in in real earnest. Almandanjan,
who had opened the door, retreated,
frightened. Two bush boys, unknown to us,
and not able to speak any of our dialects,
placed a parcel on the floor. Native Runners
It contained letters with news of a similar
attack of Japanese trepangers in Caledon
Bay.
The Milingimbi missionary (Rev. J. C.
Jennison) had done what he could, and had
despatched his mail by native runners, who
had to swim swollen rivers infested with
alligators, travelling over a hundred miles
and taking ten days. They brought the news
faithfully through hostile country. These
boys, if kindly and justly dealt with,
respond readily. That is my experience. If it
were possible to go and assist, to have
flown up would not be quick enough.
Chronicle (Adelaide, SA), Thursday 21
September 1933, page 72.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/9
0955192
23 September 1933
HEROES of the PACK ICE
Working under Rear-Admiral Richard
Byrd and Lincoln Ellsworth, two United
States parties are preparing to wrest from
the frozen Antarctic the secret of whether
the Polar continent is one lad mass or two.
Byrd, who has already won note as an
Antarctic explorer by flying over the
Beardmore Glacier to the Polar plateau,
proposes to use dogs and sledges for ice
exploration, and is likely to take a plane,
too.
The vessel which Byrd will trust to bring
him out of the Antarctic wastes back to
civilisation after he has done his work is the
Bear, the adventure ship of the United
States Coastguard Service. It was built
nearly 60 years ago for the British
Government, and went to the United States
about 10 years later. Since then it has sailed
more than a million miles in relief work in
the Arctic regions. The preparations of the
Ellsworth expedition are far more advanced
than those of the Byrd party.
Ellsworth, who has thrice conquered the
Arctic, has already reached New Zealand,
where he will join his ship the Wyatt Earp.
Ellsworth’s object is to fly right across the
Antarctic continent from the Ross Sea ice
barrier to the Weddell Sea and back to his
base, which will be established by Sir
Hubert Wilkins, the former South
Australian explorer. A special plane, in
which the photographer’s cabin has been
built high enough to give him an
uninterrupted view in most directions, has
been constructed. The plane is fitted with
both wheels and skis. It has a maximum
speed of 230 miles an hour, and its cruising
radius is estimated at 4,200 miles.
Many epic stories have been written of
the little known ice regions at each end of
the earth, and the men who venture into
them to win new lands for an Empire, to
find new sources of wealth. In the past four
years these modern adventurers although
fitted out with equipment that was not
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dreamt of in the days of the earlier
explorers, have had more than their share of
heroic adventure on the desolate gale-swept
plateaus of the Arctic and Antarctic.
Among these names are some that are well
known in South Australia — Sir Douglas
Mawson who went to the Antarctic with Sir
Ernest Shackleton in 1907 and who has led
three other exploring parties since : Sir
Hubert Wilkins, who flew over the Arctic
and then attempted to reach the North Pole
by submarine: and John Rymill, who was
concerned in the rescue of Augustine
Courtauld from a snowbound Greenland
weather hut, and who was in Greenland
with H G. Watkins when the latter, one of
the greatest of modern English Arctic
explorers, was drowned.
*
*
*
Wilkins’ expedition was the most daring
and the least successful. He had
distinguished himself by Polar exploration
afoot and by flying into the Antarctic and
across the North Polar regions. Put by none
of these methods was it possible to take a
large laboratory, nor see whether land or
sea lay below the ice. Wilkins decides to go
by submarine. The submarine that was
allowed him — for 5/- a year — was a
small one which had been built in 1916.
There was much controversy about the
trip. Some people called it a “suicide club.”
Others said that it was eminently practical
and not foolhardy. Wilkins said that it was
as safe as an aeroplane — and in June,
1930, the reconditioned submarine set out
on the great adventure. It was christened the
Nautilus, after the submarine in Jules
Verne’s imaginative novel “Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.” Its first
cruise was across the Atlantic. It broke
down 1,000 miles from the French coast,
and had to be towed to Europe. The
starboard engine and port motor had been
disabled in the rough sea, and the power
from the battery had been used. But this did
not daunt the navigators, as before they had
set off, Stefansson, the explorer, had
predicted that the submarine might have
most trouble in the Atlantic.
*

*

*

the submarine men knew for a while. But
disregarding the silence imposed by
Wilkins on the crew, one of the men a few
days later said that the submarine had dived
under the ice three times a week, and had
remained under for two or three hours each
time.
“We had a thick layer of ice inside. It was
impossible to keep warm, although we each
were three sets of underclothing. Bad
weather compelled the abandonment of the
attempt to reach the Pole.” Prof. Sverdrup,
another member of the expedition, said that
Wilkins had been ordered to deliver the
submarine to the United States, but that it
was unable to cross the Atlantic under its
own power.
In November the strange ice-cutting
submarine, which was by then considered
unseaworthy, was towed out from Bergen
and sunk.

*

*

*

At the end of February a party went out
to relieve the watcher, who had spent the
winter alone in the Greenland vastness. The
fall of snow had been so heavy that they
could not find the weather station, and
grave fears for the safety of the lonely
watcher were felt. Other efforts by land and
air failed to locate the icecap outpost, and
the services of Capt. Ahrenberg a noted
Arctic airman, were secured in
Copenhagen. A seaplane also was sent out
from Iceland, but this was damaged before
it could begin its search. The Courtauld
family spent more than £10,000 on rescue
operations, but it was not until May that the
young heir was found.

The Veteran U.S.A. Cutter BEAR, in which Byrd will
travel to Ross Sea. Here the cutter, which was built in
Scotland, is seen assisting a ship in difficulties in the
Arctic ice.

*

*

*

An unusual Polar project mooted for this
year was a ride to the South Pole on motor
cycles fitted with caterpillar wheels. The
announcement was made in September last
year by Major Tryggve Gran, a Norwegian
aviator who went with Capt. Scott to the
Antarctic in 1910. It was pointed out at the
time that the South Pole was situated on a
fairly level plateau at an elevation of 10,000
ft. Major Gran was confident that it could
be more easily reached by motor cycle than
in any other way.

The Nautilus. *OSU Polar Archives [wilkins35_9_14].

Repairs to the submarine were completed
in July, and in August the Nautilus left
Bergen on the last phase of the trip. A day
later it was found drifting with its steering
gear damaged. A little later an oil valve
burst. But that was the last trouble before
they disappeared into the north.
In September the vessel returned to
Spitsbergen. What it had achieved none but

One of the most stirring Arctic
adventures of recent years was the search
for Augustine Court auld in Greenland, and
the death a year later in the same region of
the leader of the party which had rescued
him. Courtauld, the heir to three English
millionaires, was one of the British
Expedition which went to Greenland to
investigate the possibilities of an Arctic air
route between Europe and America.
In November, 1930 he went to a weather
station on the icecap of Greenland to make
weather observations during the winter
months, November to March.

LINCOLN ELLSWORTH (left), another who intends to
cross the Antarctic in search of a dividing stream. He is
seen in the cockpit of his 600 h.p. plane.

On April 21, 1931, H. G. Watkins, the
leader of the expedition, John Rymill, the
son of the late Robert Rymill, of Penola
Station, South Australia, and E. S.
Chapman set out with sledge and dogs from
the base camp. The news of their success
was brought to the anxious world by Capt.
Ahrenberg who saw four figures with a
sledge trudging across the soft snow
towards the base camp. It was a small
enough clue that saved the life of
Courtauld. The searchers had seen a mound
of snow with a hole in the top. It was the
chimney of the buried weather station. The
rescuers shouted into the aperture, and were
delighted to hear the reply, “All right.”
They dug out the man whom the snow had
held prisoner for more than two months
Caurtauld had spent the whole of the time
imperturbably in his sleeping bag.
*

REAR-ADMIRAL BYRD, who will lead a party to
Antarctica soon to see whether the Polar continent is one
or two land masses.
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*
*
A year later Watkins, one of the rescuers,
was drowned. With Rymill, Chapman, and
Q. Riley, he had gone again to Greenland to
do further research work for the Arctic air
route. He went out alone, hunting in a
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kayak, a canoe made of skins stretched over
a frame, while Rymill and Chapman were
doing mapping work in a motor boat. They
later found the kayak filled with water in
the middle of the lake. A paddle drifted
nearby. A search revealed Watkins’
troupers and kayak belt on a small icefloe.
It was presumed that the kayak had
overturned, and that Watkins, unable to
right it, had swum to the icefloe. Then he
had tried to swim ashore in the freezing
water and was drowned.

broke, and the isolated party took to their
boats. They made their camp on firm
ground, the first they had trod for nearly a
year on Elephant Island. And what firm
ground it was—perhaps the most
tempestuous place in the whole world. They
slept under their upturned boats. Their
position was becoming worse, as they knew
that their food was too scanty to last them
throughout the winter.
Five men were chosen for the hazardous
journey for help to South Georgia, a
whaling station, 1,000 miles away. It meant
long days in a 22-ft. boat in one of the
worst seas in the world—and in winter at
that.

20 October 1933
Sir Hubert Wilkins.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the explorer, who is
travelling by the Wyatt Earp, the ship of the
Ellsworth Antarctic Expedition, now
travelling from Cape Town to Dunedin, has
sent a radio message through Mr. R.R.
Prichard of Sydney, congratulating Sir
Charles Kingsford Smith on his record
flight from England to Australia.
The Sydney morning Herald (NSW), 20
October 1933 page 17.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
7017004
24 October 1933

*

ELLSWORTH'S ANTARCTIC AEROPLANE is equipped
with both wheels and skis. It is capable of a speed of 230
miles an hour, and its estimated cruising range is 4,200
miles. The plane was tested in Canada, where Ellsworth
encountered temperatures as extreme as those he expects
in the Antarctic.

Professor Alfred Wegener was another
expedition leader who lost his life in the
Polar Regions. With a party of about 20
men he pushed far into Greenland in April,
1930 to establish three weather stations on
the icecaps. He had hoped to spend 18
months in the frozen wilderness. He was
lost, and a rescue party set out to find him
or solve his fate. His body was found a year
later, reverently wrapped in furs by the
Eskimos, 90 miles from the Eismitte
station.
*

*

*

Although the conquest of the Polar
Regions by aeroplane and submarine has
stimulated the imagination of the people it
is not easy to forget the heroism of such
men as those who accompanied Sir Ernest
Shackleton on his expedition to the
Antarctic in 1914, when those modern aids
to exploration were in their infancy.
For more than two years, while the rest of
the world was at war. Shackleton’s men
fought a war of their own.
By July, 1914, their ship the Endurance
had been trapped in thousands of miles of
pack ice. The wind whistled furiously
outside, and snow fell in mad gusts round
the ship that lay doomed 1,000 miles from
the nearest habitation. The commanders
knew that the ship could not withstand the
crushing of the ice packs. But they could do
nothing but wait for two months. Then the
end crime, the ice shearing through her
stern and ripping off the rudder as though it
had been matchwood. With small sledges
and two boats they made their camp on the
largest ice floe they could find. They lived
thus for five months, drifting on the floating
ice wherever the current took them.
It was March before they sighted the
Antarctic continent. A month later the ice

*

*

They reached King Haakon Sound, but
the hardships had been so great that three
men were not fit to travel, and they were
left there under the upturned boat.
Shackleton and Commander Worsley
(Captain of the Endurance), and the only
other man of the party set out over the
country of cliffs and precipices, snow, and
glaciers. The men had to halt every 20
minutes, throw themselves flat on their
bricks with legs and arms extended, and
draw in gulps of air to set their wind again.
They looked into chasms large enough to
hide battleships, slid down mountain sides,
went the wrong way, retraced their steps
and after what seemed an age, reached
Fortuna Bay and heard the welcome whistle
of the whaling station. The three men who
had been left at King Haakon Sound were
rescued by a whaling ship from the station,
and Shackleton chartered a whaler to return
to Elephant Island with previsions
But it was not until the fourth rescue
attempt that Shackleton won through to the
island. As the rescue ship approached the
camp Shackleton stood peering with painful
intensity through his binoculars. In a low,
strained voice, he said. ”There are only two
skipper.” Then, “No four.” A short pause
followed, then he exclaimed “I see six —
eight —“, and at last in a voice ringing with
joy.” he cried. “They are all there. Every
one of them.” They are all saved.” On a
later cruise with the Quest in 1922
Shackleton died and was buried in South
Goergia, whence a few years, before he had
set out to save the lives of his men.
Mail (Adelaide, SA), Saturday 23
September 1933, page 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/5
8627893

The weather map from the (The Sydney morning Herald
(NSW), 20 October 1933 page 17).
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Expedition to the North and South Poles
are thrilling but Lady Wilkins, wife of the
famous explorer, prefers to stay at home.
She says she will accompany her husband
on one more Polar expedition if she can go
as cook. After that she hopes to settle down
to real home life.
Telegraph (Brisbane, (Qld), Tuesday 24
October 1933, page 12.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
80596974
31 October 1933
SIR HUBERT WILKINS.
POLAR EXPLORATION.
Writing from Cape Town to Mr. R. R,
Pritchard, as Sydney friend of many years
standing, Sir Hubert Wilkins stated that the
expedition ship Wyatt Earp upon which he
was travelling to New Zealand to join the
Lincoln Ellsworth-Balchen Expedition had
been delayed in South Africa owing to a
member of the crew having to undergo an
operation for appendicitis. He expected that
the vessel would arrive at Dunedin early in
November and that the party would depart
for Antarctica during the first week in
December.
Sir Hubert mentioned that while in South
Africa he had received an offer for the
purchase of the Wyatt Earp which was
regarded as an ideal ship for Antarctic
patrol work but he had declined the offer.
He also referred to the ravages of drought in
South Africa, resulting in great loss of
livestock and cereals and said that it pointed
a lesson to the importance of
meteorological research work in obtaining
data for forecasting the weather weeks,
even months, in advance which was one of
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the principal objects of his polar exploration
work.
It is possible that Sir Hubert Wilkins will
visit Australia on his return from
Antarctica. His present intention is to
hasten back to America with the expedition
as soon as its work in the South Polar
regions is finished and to press on with the
construction of a new submarine specially
designed for Arctic exploration.
Sydney Morning Herald (NSW), Tuesday
31 October 1933, page10.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
7020477/1149963
11 November 1933
SIR HUBERT WILKINS’
EXPLORATIONS.
Writing from Capetown to Mr. R. R.
Pritchard, a Sydney friend of many years’
standing, Sir Hubert Wilkins stated that the
expedition ship, Wyatt Earp, upon which he
was travelling to New Zealand to join the
Lincoln Ellsworth-Balchen Antarctic
Expedition had been delayed in South
Africa owing to a member of the crew
having to undergo an operation for
appendicitis. He expected that the vessel
would arrive in Dunedin early in
November, and that the party would depart
for Antarctica during the first week in
December.
Sir Hubert mentioned that while in South
Africa, he had received an offer for the
purchase of the Wyatt Earp, which was
regarded as an ideal ship for Antarctic
patrol work, but he declined the offer. He
also referred to the ravages of drought in
South Africa resulting in great loss of
livestock and cereals, and said that it
pointed a lesson to the importance of
meteorological research work in obtaining
data for forecasting the weather weeks,
even months, in advance, which was one of
the principal objects of his polar exploration
work. It is possible that Sir Hubert Wilkins
will visit Australia on his return from
Antarctica.
His present intention is to hasten back to
America with the expedition as soon as its
work in the South Polar regions is finished
and to press on with the construction of a
new submarine specially designed for
Arctic exploration.
Queensland Times (Ipswich, Qld.),
Saturday 11 November 1933, page 5.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/articl
e/118523346
2 December 1933
SIR HUBERT BREAKS THE
MONOTONY.
Australia’s one and only Sir Hubert Wilkins
(first name George), who has spent a
lifetime doing such things as photographing
the A.I.F., growing a beard, exploring the
Poles with Stefansson and Shackleton,
flying over the North Pole in an aeroplane,
wandering under the Arctic Circle in a
submarine, and who now, just to break the
monotony, is leading another expedition to
the Antarctic.
Suburban calmness gives him pain,
A Peaceful life is his aversion;
He greets the Pole by aeroplane,

Or else by submarine excursion.
Now nothing’s left to do (he yawns)
Short of proceeding there by bicycle,
When other blokes are mowing lawns,
He boils his billy on an icicle.
Smith’s Weekly (Sydney, NSW), Saturday 2
December 1933, page 13.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
35063567

31 July 1934
Sir Hubert Wilkins
Adelaide, Monday
Sir Hubert Wilkins will arrive in
Adelaide on Wednesday by mail plane from
Perth. He will leave for Sydney by express
that, afternoon, thence to sail for
Wellington (N.Z.) on Saturday. Sir Hubert
is to make an Antarctic flight with Mr.
Ellsworth, from Deception Island over the
Antarctic continent to the Bay of Whales.
Recorder (Port Pirie, SA), Tuesday 31 July
1934, page 4.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/9
6070827

Wilkins modelled in plasticine and the photographed by
Jim Russell from the (Smith’s Weekly (Sydney, NSW),
Saturday 2 December 1933, page 13).

1934
17 May 1934
Queer Wagers In History
(part of a larger article.)

Sir Hubert Wilkins’s Bravery
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the famous explorer,
is credited with having wagered that he
could enter a lion’s cage at the famous
Munich animal warehouse, stroke the beast
and emerge unharmed. So convinced were
the owners of the warehouse that Sir
Hubert’s intention would be a fatal one that
they declined to allow him to enter the
cage. Nothing daunted, he concealed
himself in the building and entered the cage
at feeding time. He stroked the animals and
walked out into the midst of the excited and
awed circus hands who were sure the beasts
would have attacked him.
Chronicle (Adelaide, SA), Thursday 17
May 1934, page 2.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/9
1065598
14 July 1934
Wilkins at Calcutta
Sir Hubert Wilkins the South Australian
explorer, arrived at Calcutta today, flying to
Singapore, whence another machine is
waiting to take him to New Zealand, says a
message from Calcutta. He is on the way to
the Antarctic as a member of the Lincoln
Ellsworth expedition.
Mail (Adelaide, SA), Saturday 14 July
1934, page 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/5
8850597
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An advertisement from the (Recorder (Port Pirie, SA),
Tuesday 31 July 1934, page 4).

31 July 1934
Passing through Adelaide Tomorrow
Sir Hubert Wilkins, who will arrive in
Adelaide tomorrow by the mail plane from
Perth, was once described by the late Sir
John Monash as the bravest man in the
A.I.F. He will be able to spend only a few
hours in Adelaide, as he will have to leave
for Melbourne by the express tomorrow
afternoon. He is on his way to Sydney,
whence he hopes to sail for Wellington,
New Zealand, on Saturday.
In New Zealand he will join forces with
Lincoln Ellsworth, the American Antarctic
explorer. Together they intend to attempt to
fly from Deception Island southwards to
Weddell Sea, and thence westwards over
the Antarctic continent to the Bay of
Whales. It is nine years since Sir Hubert
Wilkins was last in Adelaide. Since then he
has flown across the North Pole, for which
he was knighted, has made his first
Antarctic flight, the first ever accomplished
in those regions, and attempted to reach the
North Pole in a submarine under the ice.
Sir Hubert Wilkins is a South Australian,
having been born at Mount Bryan East in
1888, where his father was a farmer. His
first real adventures were as photographic
correspondent with the Turkish troops in
the Balkan War, 1912-13. He was with
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Stefansson in the Arctic Circle when the
Great War broke out, and news of it did not
reach the party until 1916.
He at once hastened back to Australia,
where he was given a commission in the
Australian Flying Corps. From 1917 to the
close of the war he was attached to the
Australian Military History Department as
an official photographer, and for his work
in that capacity was twice mentioned in
dispatches. He was also awarded the
Military Cross and bar. He has now
resolved to make the establishment of a
chain of meteorological stations in the
South Polar regions his life's work, as he
believes that with the records which could
be obtained in that way it would probably
be possible to forecast weather conditions
in Australia some time ahead.
Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), Tuesday 31 July
1934, page 11.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
4096992
2 August 1934
Sir Hubert Wilkins in Adelaide.

Wellington to embark Sir Hubert Wilkins
and a small quantity of scientific equipment
for the expedition to the Antarctic. The
vessel, which is a wooden ship of only
about 400 tons, recently went from Dunedin
to Auckland to load the Northrop
monoplane, Polar Star, which was brought
to New Zealand after being repaired and
reconditioned in the United States. The
monoplane was damaged after it had landed
on the ice of the Bay of Whales last
summer, and it had to be reloaded, and the
Wyatt Earp made a hurried return to
Dunedin, where she wintered.
[The Wyatt Earp will not go to the Ross Sea
this time, but when she leaves Dunedin
about the end of next month, will proceed
to Deception Island, where the expedition
will be landed to prepare for the proposed
great flight from the Weddell Sea to the
Bay of Whales.]
Australasian (Melbourne, Vic.), Saturday
15 September 1934, page 9.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
45241254

To join Ellsworth Expedition Adelaide
Today
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the South Australian
explorer, spent two hours in Adelaide
yesterday on his way to the South Pole by
train, ship, and car, but mostly by plane.
He is making a rushed trip to New Zealand
to join the Ellsworth Antarctic Expedition.
Border Watch (Mount Gambier, SA),
Thursday 2 August 1934, page 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
7927992
18 August 1934

Sir Hubert Wilkins, 1888, the wellknown Australian explorer. Sir George
Reid, 1841, the Scottish painter.
And Cosmo Gordon Lang, 1864, for
twenty years Archbishop of York, and since
1928 Archbishop of Canterbury.
Daily Telegraph (Sydney, NSW),
Wednesday 31 October 1934, page 6.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
46684192

1935
1 January 1935
Unexpected Family Reunion
At the home of Mr. W. W. Smith,
Encounter Bay, on Sunday, there was a
family reunion which had not been
previously arranged. Mr. Smith who is
more than 90, is one of the family of three
of the late Mr. George Smith, who built the
first stone building at Victor Harbour (now
the Victor Hotel) more than 70 years ago.
The other members of the family were Mrs.
Wilkins (mother of Sir Hubert Wilkins, the
Australian explorer), and Mrs. J. Parsons
(mother of Miss Parsons, of Woodside).
Those present at the reunion were Mr. W.
W. Smith’s daughters, Lily, Louie, and
Patience, and a granddaughter from
Western Australia; Mr. H. W. Wilkins, who
claims that he is the oldest living male born
at Victor Harbour, and is by the way, the
eldest son of the late H. Wilkins — who
was claimed to be the first male child born
in South Australia, in 1836, or early in
1837; Mr. P. H. Wilkins (of Glenelg), and
Miss M. Parsons (Inman Valley).
Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), Tuesday 1
January 1935, page 19.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
4113092

A cartoon from the Daily Telegraph (Sydney, NSW),
Wednesday 31 October 1934, page 6.

Sir Hubert Wilkins.
The latest photograph of Sir Hubert Wilkins, the
Australian explorer, who is going to join the Lincoln
Ellsworth Antarctic Expedition.

Border Watch (Mount Gambier, SA),
Saturday 18 August 1934, page 4.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
7928577
15 September 1934
NEW ZEALAND
BOUND FOR THE ANTARCTIC
The Lincoln Ellsworth Antarctic
expedition ship, Wyatt Earp, has arrived at

31 October 1934
TO-DAY’S YESTERDAYS
By ROBERT TURNER
On October 31, 1918, at noon, hostilities
between Turkey and the Allied troops
ceased, as a result of the armistice which
they had entered into. The Panama Canal
was temporarily closed on October 31,
1914, on account of earth movement in the
famous Culebra Cut. Captain Scott and his
party, on October 31, 1911, left their winter
quarters, at Cape Evans, on the first stage of
their journey to the South Pole.
King George I. was crowned King of
England on October 31, 1714.
Lord Ypres, writing in his story of 1914,
says that on October 31, 1914, a thin line of
men stood between the British Empire and
its ruin. The Germans at this time
outnumbered us by four to one. Born on
this day are:—James Dunlop, 1793, one of
Governor Brisbane's assistants in his
Australian observatory.
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An advertisement from the (Advertiser (Adelaide, SA),
Tuesday 1 January 1935, page 19.).

30 January 1935
BY SUBMARINE TO POLAR SEAS.
NAVIGATING ICY OCEANS
BENEATH THE FLOES.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the famous
Australian-born Polar explorer, arrived in
England a day or two ago on a visit to
Barrow-in-Furness, where he is to place an
order for the building of a submarine in
which he will make another dash to the
Arctic, penetrating its icy seas beneath the
ice.
He plans to leave this country for
Spitsbergen next year, and from thence
hopes to cross the Arctic regions to the
Behring Straits, a distance of about 2000
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miles, approximately 1500 miles of which
may have to be covered under the ice.
This will be the second Arctic submarine
venture Sir Hubert Wilkins will have
undertaken. The last one was in 1931, but
this was really only a tryout of the
submarine as a means of travel in the North
Polar Region.
Critics scoffed at the explorer, declaring
the attempt was foolhardy, but Sir Hubert is
too much of an experienced adventurer to
have undertaken any crazy stunt, and
actually everything had been worked out to
the minutest detail.
In the old submarine Nautilus he was able
to penetrate as far north as 82 degrees, and
although the expedition did not accomplish
the utmost that it hoped, it achieved its
prime object of establishing the fact that a
long voyage by submarine under the Arctic
pack-ice is practicable, and scientifically
useful, and valuable data were accumulated.
The lessons learnt during that attempt
have been used in drawing up plans for a
new submarine. The old one had not been
specially built for Polar work. It was lent to
the explorer by the United States
Government, and afterwards perished
honourably off the coast of Norway, Sir
Hubert having been given permission to
sink it.

Sir Hubert Wilkins and Gary Meyers at the transmitter
station during the trip on the Nautilus. *OSU Polar
Archives [nautilus-4].

STEFANSSON’S IDEA.
It is said that the veteran Canadian
explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, a man
with one of the longest of all Polar records
to his credit, was the one who suggested to
Wilkins the idea of travelling in the Arctic
with a submarine. But long before that a
pioneer in underwater locomotion had
declared that such a means of travelling
under ice would be possible.
This was Simon Lake, a name famous in
the history of the evolution of the
submarine, but when, in 1898, he declared
that submarines could be used as a powerful
ally by man in his endeavour to reach the
North Pole he was scoffed at as a “harebrained inventor.” But he stuck faithfully to
his theories, and is even now of the opinion
that the time will come when the North
Polar Sea will be the shortest and cheapest
route for commerce for a water trip across
the edge of the Arctic from Liverpool
through Behring Straits to the North Pacific
is almost a straight line.”

Behind all Wilkins’ attempts both in the
Arctic and Antarctic is a resolve which has
ceaselessly urged him forward. Although to
the outsider it might seem that at times his
exploits have in them an element of the
spectacular, nothing is farther from his
mind than to engage in spectacular stunts,
for the ambition of his life is both practical
and scientific.
WILKINS’ RESOLVE.
The story of how he commenced his
career of exploration is really a romance,
for he tells us that when, as a boy in
Australia, he experienced the terrible effects
of a long drought, he formed a resolve that I
would travel and study and work in out-ofthe-way places of the world for twenty
years, then spend the next twenty making
use of the information gained to build up a
comprehensive international weather
service which would adequately include the
Polar Regions.”
For this reason he has under taken aerial
trips in both the North and South Polar
areas, and it was because during such trips
he found no land north of Alaska where a
permanent chain of weather observatories
could be established that he came to the
conclusion that the proper mode of studying
the Arctic at close quarters is by submarine.
Many, with somewhat hazy ideas of the
nature of the Arctic, might ask: Is it
possible for a submarine to travel in such
terribly isolated and ice-ridden areas?
Wilkins has given every phase of the
subject long and deep study, and his
conclusion is that the fears some have
expressed are groundless, and this is also
the opinion of Stefansson.
Nansen’s verdict was that the Arctic ice
is riot more than fourteen feet thick on the
average and this has been confirmed by
other travellers. Wilkins found, too, on his
pioneer flight across the Arctic wastes, that
there; were cracks in the floating ice at
intervals of not more than twenty-five miles
the whole way across.
The experiences of several other Polar
explorers bear out these observations, for
they are all confirmed by photographs taken
by Byrd, Amundsen, and Nobile, and by the
experience of Peary, “who was delayed by
open water and saw a seal in a lead about
250 miles from the North Pole.” Because
there is plenty of open water a submarine
will always be able to rise to the surface
and take in air. It is calculated that even in
winter and spring about 20 per cent, of the
Arctic consists of open water.
REASONS FOR EXPEDITION.
Another question that is often asked with
regard to such attempts at those Wilkins has
made, and the new one he is now preparing,
is: “What can be learned from them? As has
been mentioned, Wilkins’ first idea is the
study of weather, and meteorologists are
convinced that until the secrets of the socalled “Polar fronts” are solved we shall
riot be able to forecast weather accurately
in the temperate regions, which are vitally
affected by the weather conditions in the
Arctic and Antarctic, by the great ice cap of
Greenland in the former, and by the great
ice-barrier in the latter area.
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In addition, there is not the slightest
doubt that in the future some of the world’s
great commercial airways will lie across the
Arctic, for it offers the shortest route
between Europe and the New World. Not
until the climatic conditions there are fully
understood, however, will such airways be
practicable. Should the dream of a seaway,
with giant submarines regularly travelling
beneath the ice, come true, it would prove
of incalculable worth to international
commerce, for the distance from Europe to
the Pacific would be tremendously
shortened, thus practically halving time and
cost. It must be remembered, too, that some
of the world’s richest untapped mineral
fields lie in the vast sub-Arctic continents
of Northern Canada and Siberia, for it is
one of the paradoxes of nature that the
nearer the Poles one approaches the greater
is the mineral wealth. Ordinary shipping
being impossible, submarines could convey
the minerals and timber— of which there is
a huge quantity—to thickly-populated
areas.
Australian Worker (Sydney, NSW),
Wednesday 30 January 1935, page 6.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
46008100
6 February 1935
“SMITHY” COMING
With Southern Cross
ON SUNDAY NEXT
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith and his
famous Fokker mono-plane, the Southern
Cross, will visit Crookwell on Sunday,
February 10, to conduct a series of joyriding flights.
“Smithy” has just returned from America
following his sensational trans-Pacific dash,
with Captain P. G. Taylor as navigator from
Brisbane to California, via the Fijian and
Hawaiian Islands. The Southern Cross,
“Smithy’s” old, companion in many
hazardous, pioneering ventures, is easily the
most famous aeroplane in the world. It is
the only machine which has encircled the
Globe, as “Smithy” says “Around the
thickest portion of the orange.”
The Southern Cross is also the only
aeroplane to cross the Pacific Ocean from
San Francisco to Brisbane, the reverse route
to the great airman’s latest amazing feat, in
the single-engine Lockheed, Lady Southern
Cross. The Southern Cross, in addition to
the Pacific crossing, has also flown the
Atlantic, from England to Australia a
number of times, and across the Tasman
Sea, between New Zealand and Australia,
on innumerable occasions. “Smithy” says
that he will never part with “The Old ‘Bus,”
which had an interesting history before it
came into his possession to help him make
aviation history.
It was secured by “Smithy” and the late.
Flight-Lieutenant Charles Ulm from Sir
Hubert Wilkins, the famous Polar explorer.
The plane had been damaged on the pack
ice of the Arctic, and it was secured minus
engines and instruments prior to the start of
the Pacific flight from Oakland, California.
The Southern Cross is now more than
eight years-of-age, but it is still in the best
of condition despite the fact that it has
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braved blizzards, gales and tropical heat,
and has been asked to lift cruel loads. The
original Wright Whirlwind engines supply
the power, and are just as reliable as ever.
“The Old ‘Bus” has taken thousands upon
thousands of people in Australia and New
Zealand into the air for the first time, and
joy-riders at Crookwell on Sunday,
February 10, will enjoy the unique privilege
of flying with Australia’s ace pilot in the
most famous machine in the world.
Crookwell Gazette (NSW), Wednesday 6
February 1935, page 3.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
20847336

Sir Charles Kingsford Smith who will visit Crookwell on
Sunday, February 19, to conduct joy-riding flights in the
famous Southern Cross. “Smithy” is shown above
enjoying refreshments on reaching Darwin in the Percival
Gull, after breaking the England-Australia solo record,
which he still holds.

cobbers naturally plumped for England as
having produced the best pictures. They
were not quite right. Honours were fairly
even photographically, although Frank
Hurley’s pictures on the Palestine front
embraced some beautiful studies, and
eclipsed anything done on any front.
After the Armistice, I spent nearly a year
in London doing captions for the Australian
War Museum’s official collection, and
collecting pictures from other collections
relating to operations of flank units. In this
way I looked over more than a quarter of a
million “stills” in the British records at the
Imperial War Museum, and waded through
the collections of South Africa,
Newfoundland, and New Zealand.
By the time the French and Italian
collections had been “gutted” and a
scattering of American and German camera
stuff reviewed, I became very proud of our
own Australian, George Wilkins, the daddy
of ‘em all. Nowadays, he is known as Sir
Hubert, and hankers after cold weather, his
addresses being either c/o The North Pole
or the other one. Not one of his photographs
could be classed as a “pot boiler.” If they
lacked the sheer artistry of Hurley’s (who
was working, in an ideal light all the time)
they made up for that in vital qualities and
absolute fidelity.
There was point to, every photograph
Wilkins took, and, working with him later
for some months in London, it was a delight
to hear him recount reasons for taking the
scene. As for actual battle pictures, he stood
alone. They were extremely few in any
collection, owing to attacks being made at
hours when photography was impossible.
But after the August 8 stunt in 1918,
when the great Hun retreat led to some
spectacular daylight scrapping, Wilkins
proved himself to be out on his own.
Incidentally, some of the most valuable
pictorial records came from unofficial
cameras when the threat of penalty for
carrying cameras was removed.
Smith’s Weekly (Sydney, NSW) Saturday 6
April 1935, page 18.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
34611221

Cartoons from the (Smith’s Weekly (Sydney, NSW
Saturday 6 April 1935, page 18.).

An advertisement from the (Crookwell Gazette (NSW),
Wednesday 6 February 1935, page 3.).

6 April 1935
The War Pictured
War photographs were the subject of
friendly argument among a few of us the
other day, and the Imperial ex-service
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2 May 1935
FORECAST SEASONS
Station at the Poles
SIR HUBERT WILKINS’ PLAN
LIVING UNDER THE ICE.
TORONTO, Tuesday.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, interviewed en route
to Winnipeg, said he intends to establish a
submarine station at the Pole, or 400 miles
from the North Pole, at one of the key spots
on the world’s meteorological map.
After some 27 stations in the Arctic and
12 in the Antarctic have been established,
the meteorological map will be complete
enough to forecast the character of the
seasons with a degree of accuracy hitherto
unknown. He declared that the submarine
method was chosen for this particular spot
because it was most convenient for sending
in supplies, and the water under the ice was
warmer than the air above, making it
possible to live under the sea in
comparative comfort, noting the currents
and the conduct of the water beneath, and
coming up to the top to see how the wind
was blowing.
FLIGHT ACROSS POLE.
Toronto, Tuesday.
Sir George Wilkins has interviewed air
pilots here, and will interview others in
Western Canada, with a view of finding two
to accompany him and Lincoln Ellsworth
on what may be the first non-stop 2900
miles flight across Antarctica. He favours
Canadian pilots, because they are the only
ones, with the possible exception of the
Russians, with sufficient experience in
similar climatic conditions.
Only two pilots will travel with the
expedition1 which, it is stated, will leave
the United States early in October, with
plans practically the same as those of the
first attempt in 1933, when the plane was
crushed in an ice fissure.
The flight will be from the Weddell Sea
Base across the South Pole, to the extreme
side of the continent, for the purpose of
determining whether Antarctica is one
continent.
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A cartoon from (Herald (Melbourne, Vic.), Thursday 2
May 1935, page 6.).

Sir G. H. Wilkins.

Daily Examiner (Grafton, NSW), Thursday
2 May 1935, page 5.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
94140884

A photo from the same page of the above article from
(Daily Examiner (Grafton, NSW), Thursday 2 May 1935,
page 5.).

2 May 1935
(Part of a larger section.)

In TOWN and Out
Sir Hubert’s Dream
In spite of the doubts of meteorologists, Sir
Hubert Wilkins, the most famous
Australian of today, cherishes his dream of
making accurate seasonal forecasts by
establishing weather stations in the Arctic
and Antarctic. He is planning another
submarine journey to the North Pole,
another aeroplane flight over the Antarctic.
If any other man were making such
preparations they would be referred to as
perilous undertakings. But the scientific
world seems to have accepted Sir Hubert’s
dictum that an explorer who finds himself
in peril should blush, for it is a proof of
poon organization.
With a superb courage that has no touch
of bravado, Sir Hubert regards danger as
merely a possible hindrance to the
completion of his programme, and takes the
necessary measures to eliminate it. It may
well be his pen which will chronicle the last
secret of Antarctic geography.
Herald (Melbourne, Vic.), Thursday 2 May
1935, page 6.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
44828283

6 July 1935
The TALK OF THE Town
Men, Women & Gossip
Lived Among Eskimos
When Sir Hubert Wilkins makes the
contemplated trip to the northern Arctic
region in his submarine many landmarks
there will be familiar to him. When attached
to the Stefansson expedition, his first
experience of exploratory work, the intrepid
South Australian lived for three years or so
among the blonde Eskimos in the region,
and it is recalled how he tackled a
stupendous undertaking of man-pulling
sledges (alone) across hundreds of miles of
barren ice in his search for Stefansson.
Known then as plain George Wilkins, his
exploits were those of a man possessing
tremendous resource and Pertina city.
On his memorable trip he took hundreds of
feet of film, and at a private screening to his
relatives at the Aurora Hotel, at which the
writer was a guest, Sir Hubert Wilkins gave
a description which be tokened the orator
and close observer.
He told a remarkable story of life among
these blonde Eskimos, of their primitive
habits, and how they utilised raw copper for
their domestic utensils. Instead of using a
knife in the orthodox manner the Eskimos
held a portion of seal meat in their mouths
and cut it off close to the lips. It was always
marvellous to him how they escaped
nipping off their noses.
Sir Hubert brought back an array of
beautiful silver fox skins, and remarkable
specimens of raw copper, in which he said
the country abounded. With a graphic
description from the world wanderer as the
film was projected on to the wall of the
dining room, one simply sat back and was
transported to a wonder world of primitive
peoples. Sir Hubert Wilkins might have
been a flying ace during the world war.
He was particularly keen on joining up with
the Royal Flying Corps, but an examination
disclosed colour blindness. But he was still
able to serve his country by going out as
official photographer, and his work in this
direction was highly appraised, the records
containing classic evidences of the master
hand.
No South Australian has ever risen to such
renown Sir Hubert Wilkins the
Peterborough boy.
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Sir Hubert Wilkins

Mail (Adelaide, SA), Saturday 6 July 1935,
page 11.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/5
7009680

A drawing with a humorous caption from(Mail (Adelaide,
SA), Saturday 6 July 1935, page 11.).

18 July 1935
Southern Cross Makes Last Flight!
“SMTITHY” HANDS HISTORIC
PLANE TO NATION.
Short Hop with Former Crew Watched
By Thousands.
ULM’S SON IN FATHER’S OLD
SEAT.
SYDNEY, Thursday.
“Smithy” has flown his “Old Bus” for the
last time. Now the historic Southern Cross
is the property of the nation, treasured relic
of the pioneer days of aviation in Australia
and across the seas. The last flight was
short — a mere hop from Mascot over the
city and on to Richmond — but to Smithy
every moment of it was filled with sacred
memories of other days, and the thousands
who gathered at Mascot witnessed the final
take-off in a reverent hush.
A few cheered, but the cheers expired in
their throats.
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SIR CHARLES KINGSFORD SMITH

“Old Bus” Salutes Memorial
Hours before the time of departure
crowds began to gather around the hangars
where the Southern Cross was housed, and
they had increased to many thousands by 10
a.m. Quietly they walked beneath the
massive wings and patted the fabric as
though farewelling a friend who was greatly
venerated.
Then came “Smithy” himself, quietly
smiling, but for all that a little tight lipped
and grim. With him was Lady Kingsford
Smith, young Jack Ulm, who was to sit in
the cockpit where his father sat on the flight
across the Pacific. P. G. Taylor, hero of the
dramatic battle over the Tasman and Jack
Stannage, the wireless operator — a famous
crew for the last hop.
The crowd gave a sudden clap and raised
a slight cheer as “Smithy” stepped into the
cockpit and waved. His gentle pat on the
fuselage near the door was at pat of deepest
affection. Then he gripped the controls, the
engines roared, the “Old Bus” rose up,
towering like an eagle among many other
smaller planes that hovered about ready to
pay final tribute to the greatest bird of them
all.
Into the glittering sunlight the monoplane
shot and banked, ascending always, while
the escort of lesser monoplanes and other
machines gathered into formation, their
sides sparkling and dancing in the warm
light.
Away over the city, the formation flew,
the Southern Cross in the centre, and
thousands of people stopped in their
mundane rush to look up. Smithy swept on
over the city.
He dipped low over the memorial to
Keith Anderson at Mosman, banked, and
swung over Longueville, where he again
dipped over the home of his mother. Then
on he went to Richmand Aerodrome.
The Southern Cross, escorted in perfect
formation by six Hawker Demons of the
R.A.A.F., landed at Richmond at 11.30 a.m.
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith was received
by the Minister of Defence (Mr. Parkhill),
representing the Commonwealth, and the
Minister for Education (Mr. Drummond) on
behalf of the New South Wales
Government.

An advertisement from the (News (Adelaide, SA),
Thursday 18 July 1935, page 5.).

Plane’s Obituary, By “Her Boss”
(Special to “The News” by Sir Charles
Kingsford Smith)
Today I am going on two journeys. One
will take me round the world mainly by
ship and on business. The other, flying the
Southern Cross to Richmond to be handed
over to the nation, will take only a little
while but it will be nearly 400,000 miles, at
the speed of memory. This is the last trip of
the Old Bus.
When I talk of “my dear old, faithful
Southern Cross” I am not being merely
sentimental. This aeroplane has been a
living thing to me. No Arab could think
more of his thoroughbred horse, no sailor
regard his tall ship with deeper affection
than I feel for my Old Bus.
Do you realise that I have spent about
150 days and 20 whole nights in the
Southern Cross, and during those days and
nights-over the Pacific, the Atlantic, and the
Tasman, over the Australian and American
continents it has never really let me down
Even on this last jubilee flight half-way
across the Tasman and back it wasn’t really
the Old Bus that failed me. It seemed to call
out when the propeller was smashed.
The Old Bus knows me. It flies better for
me than for anyone else. I’ve proved that
time and time again. Other people have
trouble with the old girl, but she always
comes through for me.
The Southern Cross was built by
Anthony Fokker in 1925, when Sir Hubert
Wilkins bought the machine for Polar
exploration. It was crashed on rough ice in
the Arctic, and was shipped back to Seattle
to be repaired. Wilkins sold it to Charles
Ulm, Keith Anderson, and I without
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engines. Few people realise that the
Southern Cross is “father of the Fokkers.”
The Dutch, who always refer to an aero
plane as masculine, call it that.
It was the first big wing, three-engine
monoplane Fokker built. To get funds to fly
the Pacific, Capt. George Pond and I tried
to break the world’s endurance flight
record. We stayed up first for 49 hr. 27
min., then for 50 hr. 7 min.; and we missed
the record by a few hours. In 1929 came
Coffee Royal, when the wing of the Old:
Bus was our shelter from the sun by day or
ceiling by night. Ulm, Litchfield,
McWilliams, and I set out again, and broke
Hinkler’s time between Australia and
England.
Later the Old Bus flew the Atlantic — the
first aeroplane to reach New York from
Europe. The first Tasman flight was the
worst in my career. I felt the chill of death
creep up my spine. We had half a ton of ice
on the wings, but the Old Bus never bowed
her head.
The Southern Cross has crossed the
Tasman six times. As long as I live I shall
strive to perpetuate the name in
combinations such as Star of the South. The
names of any aircraft we fly on a transTasman service will have a definite relation
to “Southern Cross.” I want to put my
plague of memory on solid wood or brass in
the Southern Cross. It will read something
like this — “To my Faithful Old Bus, in
truly grateful memory and regard from her
Boss.”
(News (Adelaide, SA), Thursday 18 July
1935, page 5.).
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
28415792
29 July 1935
Explorer in Berlin

Sir Hubert and Lady Wilkins, photographed on arrival in
Berlin. The explorer is busy with plans for his projected
journey by submarine to the North Pole next year.

Sun (Sydney, NSW), Monday 29 July 1935,
page 1.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
31276986
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1936
29 April 1936
Sir Hubert Wilkins’s Arctic Plans
New York, April 27.
Sir Hubert Wilkins, the Polar explorer,
and Lady Wilkins, have left for Germany.
They expect to return to the United States
next month in the new Zeppelin
Hindenburg.
Sir Hubert Wilkins said that his next
Arctic expedition would begin in 1937,
when he would go from Spitsbergen to the
Behring Sea.
Barrier Miner (Broken Hill, NSW),
Wednesday 29 April 1936, page 4.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/articl
e/47912633

Truth (Sydney, NSW), Sunday 2 February
1936, page 22.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
69580351
29 May 1936
Magnificent Cloud Panorama for
Atlantic Air Travellers

Through the window of the world’s largest airship, the
Hindenburg, Sir Hubert Wilkins, noted Australian
explorer, obtained this beautiful picture of dawn above the
clouds in mid-Atlantic, as the Hindenburg sped along on
its maiden voyage to America. This picture left New York
on May 11, was carried to Germany by the Hindenburg,
and put aboard the Australian air mail. It arrived at
Brisbane just over a fortnight after leaving America.

Wilkins eating on board a Zeppelin. *OSU Polar Archives
[wilkins33_6_35].

Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Qld), Friday 29
May 1936, page 20.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/3
8496589

2 February 1936

in the centre of the Arctic Ocean for long
periods, with access to the surface through
tubes or funnels, is planned by Sir Hubert
Wilkins, the famous Arctic explorer, who is
an Australian.
Wilkins referred to this plan when
announcing today that he is preparing for a
submarine expedition to the Arctic Ocean in
1937, in an effort scientific ally to calculate
the forces responsible for weather
conditions in many parts of the world.
“Much attention is being paid to Arctic
influence, and many new points of
observation have been established during
the past few years,” Wilkins said.
“There is need, however, for more
information from the centre of the Arctic
Ocean, and it seems to me the only safe and
satisfactory way to gather such information
is by the use of a submarine, to establish a
base at a point now inaccessible from the
surface ships. “Warmly ensconced in the
sub-ice — the surrounding water always
keeps the quarters above freezing point —
and having means of access to the surface
through tubes or funnels, a group of
scientists, by moving the boat daily in
relation to the ice, may retain practically
their position.
“Electrically heated pipes will afford access
to the open air, and in the vessel can be
carried any quantity of scientific equipment
required.
“I will soon commence the building of a
new sub-ice vessel, which I will endeavour
to navigate beneath the ice across the Arctic
Ocean.
“When the journey is over I hope to have
the vessel returned to the Arctic, and used
as a permanent base for weather
observations. “In this manner it will be
possible to complete the organisation for
research in the Arctic.
“Then I hope to find it possible, with the
help of the various Governments of the
Southern Hemisphere, to bring about an
international Bureau which will organise
and establish a double ring of permanent
stations in lie Antarctic.”
Truth (Sydney, NSW), Sunday 31 May
1936, page 15.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
69588394

An advertisement from the (Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Qld),
Friday 29 May 1936, page 20.).

While her husband, Sir Hubert Wilkins, was in the
Antarctic, Lady Wilkins adopted the six-year-old girl with
whom she is shown above. Sir Hubert did not know of the
adoption until sometime later.

31 May 1936
SCIENTISTS LIVING UNDER THE
ARCTIC ICE.
Sir H. Wilkins Plans New Submarine.
Sir H. Wilkins.
(SPECIAL A.A.P. SERVICE.
MONTREAL. Saturday.
An extraordinary submarine, in which
scientists and crew would live below water
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Wilkins eating on board a Zeppelin. *OSU Polar Archives
[wilkins35_9_14].
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19 June 1936
FIRST WOMAN TO VISIT POLE

which is a photograph taken by him of the
Hindenburg to his brother, Mr. T. W.
Wilkins, of Myrtle Bank. He said the trip
was delightful, although not exciting,
airship travel being so smooth and
comfortable. The envelope, which contains
a special stamp commemorating the flight
of the zeppelin bears a postmark which
reads: — “Deutsche Luftpost: Europa-Nord
Amerika. Luftschief Hindenburg.” A New
York postmark of May 9 appears on the
back of the envelope.
(Picture on bottom of this page.)

Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), Friday 26 June
1936, page 14.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/7
4322981
1 July 1936
WYATT EARP MISSING.
NO NEWS FOR WEEK.
Lady Wilkins Concerned
Lady Wilkins, wife of the aviator-explorer, Sir Hubert
Wilkins, singing to passengers on the maiden flight of the
Zeppelin Hindenburg to America. As cook, she will
accompany her husband's submarine, expedition to the
North Pole.

Daily Telegraph (Sydney, NSW), Friday 19
June 1936, page 3.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
47041097
26 June 1936
Mementoes of First Flight of German
Zeppelin.
Interesting and valuable mementoes of
the first flight of the German Zeppelin,
Hindenburg, from Germany to America,
have been received in Adelaide from Sir
Hubert Wilkins, the noted Arctic explorer,
and a native of South Australia, who, with
Lady Wilkins, was a passenger on the
airship. The postcard reproduced above as
sent to Mr. J. M Bath, managing director of
Rigbys, Ltd., of Adelaide. It was posted at
the special post office on the airship, as the
date stamp of May 8 shows. It then came to
Australia via New York. The postcard
states: — “ ‘If’ only one like this would fly
to Adelaide. I would be there more often.
Sir Hubert Wilkins sent a similar postcard,

THE WYATT EARP.

NEW YORK June 29.
Lady Wilkins has appealed to President
Roosevelt and the Navy Department to
attempt to communicate with the Wyatt
Earp, on which Sir Hubert Wilkins
departed for Norway a week ago, and which
has been out of radio communication ever
since. She stressed her extreme worry for
the safety of her husband. President
Roosevelt has directed the Navy and Coast
Guard to render every possible assistance to
the Wyatt Earp. “The bravest man in the
A.I.F.” This striking tribute to Wilkins was
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paid by the late Sir John Monash who said
that he could understand the courage of
men who charged with a rifle and bayonet
in their hands, but he never ceased to be
amazed at the daring with which Wilkins
went over the top with nothing but his
camera time after time he kept pace with
the first line of the advancing troops taking
pictures under fire as coolly as though he
was at a garden party.
Wilkins was wounded nine times at the
war, but it did not quench his thirst for
adventure. His aeroplane flight across tbt
North Pole with one companion in 1928
astounded the world. He was second in
command of the Stefansson Arctic
Expedition, and when Stefansson visited
Australia in 1924 be said of him: “The
bravest of the brave! Australia does not yet
know what a wonderful man she has
produced in Captain Wilkins. The world is
ringing with the fame of lesser men. It is
not correct to say that Captain Wilkins is
merely modest.
He is aggressively modest. He does not
like even to be called captain. He combined
with this extra ordinary reticence about his
achievements the most consummate
fearlessness and daring.
I had many good men with me, but if I
were compelled to pick out the best I would
say unhesitatingly, the Australian, George
Wilkins! He is a man who has won lasting
distinction in two great fields of human
endeavour. Wilkins, who was born at
Mount Bryan East in 1888, seems always to
be keen on, or planning an adventure and
his services to mankind earned him a
knighthood in 1828 and a score of
recognitions.
His first real adventures were as
photographic correspondent with the
Turkish troops in the Balkan war, 1912-'13.
He was with Stefansson to the Arctic Circle
when the Great War broke out, and news of
it did not reach the party until 1916.
Wilkins at once hastened back to Australia,
where he was given a commission in the
Australian Flying Corps. Then from 1917 to
the close of the war he was connected with
the Military History Department as Official
Photographer, and in that position was
twice mentioned in despatches. He gained
the Military Cross and bar. Stefansson has
written that when he met Sir John Monash.
Monash’s first words to him were: “You
said at the town, hall (Melbourne) that
Captain Wilkins had been one of your
mainstays in the Arctic. I want to thank you
for emphasising that point here in Australia
as you did, for he was one of my mainstays
also in France.” Stefansson related that Sir
John Monash told him that while he was
major-general and not in supreme command
of the Australian forces, he used to hear of a
photographer who was around occasionally
during battles, and at other times, quietly
taking pictures in the most exposed
positions, and doing other things, the
courage and romance of which now and
then came to the general’s ears through
definite reports, or as topics of general
conversation. This is the man whom South
Australians know; the man who seems to
have stepped from some boy’s adventure
story to personify and to do all that Wells or
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Verne imagined in their romantic nights. Sir
Hubert Wilkins has explored the Antarctic
and the Arctic, has flown over the North
Pole, and tramped through Northern
Australia. All of these adventures have been
associated with never forgotten.

SIR HUBERT WILKINS.

Townsville Daily Bulletin (Qld.),
Wednesday 1 July 1936, page 7
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/6
4085754
9 July 1936
Wresting Weather Secrets from the Ice
Lands.

SIR HUBERT WILKINS, the Australian explorer, and the
submarine in which no made a voyage in the Arctic. In this
article, he explains his plans for a second Arctic journey.

By Sir Hubert Wilkins
Sir Hubert Wilkins has been interested in
weather control since his youth on an
Australian farm, when he was forced to
stand helplessly by while a drought ruined
his father’s wheat crop. In the furtherance
of his studies he made aerial exploration
trips over both Arctic and Antarctic and an
undersea voyage or the Arctic in the
submarine Nautilus. He has years advocated
the establishment of meteorological stations
in the Arctic and Antarctic.
NEW YORK, June 13.
Weather is the realm of perpetual change,
of eternal motion, of infinite mystery. It is

the influence of six million tons of what
surging about our earth. What do we know
about its cause and its effect? What must
we know in order to take full advantage of
its enormous power?
A geographer might say that climate —
that is condition in relation to
meteorological phenomena — is due to
changes in the distribution of land and sea.
A geologist might say that the changes in
the weather are due to the change in the
polar axis. The poles have not always been
at their present location, and one geologist,
Wegener. In proving his theories he placed
the North Pole at one period in the position
now occupied by the middle of Greenland.
An astronomer might say that the weather
is due to the relative position and condition
of the earth and sun.
A meteorologist, rejoicing in the kingdom
of the air, will tell you that the science of
meteorology is concerned not only with
geography geology and astronomy; not
along with city, state or continent, but with
the whole world in combination and, as yet,
we are not certain that one condition more
than another actually controls the weather.
Fully to understand the weather problem
there must be more comprehensive,
collective and sustained studies of
conditions. It will be necessary to have
knowledge at a given instant of the
atmosphere at every point of the world.
Men have long aspired to calculate the
currents of the universe, but so far,
speaking comparatively, we know only the
direction of a breeze.
Only in recent years have authorities
recognised the general need for and the
possibilities of climatological research and
not until 1919 was there any great effort
made to coordinate this data as part of a
general meteorological programme.
Every year brings about a greater interest in
meteorology, and soon it will be lifted from
a branch of the Department of Agriculture
to a separate department with a Minister of
State for Air who will not only concern
himself with aeroplanes and lighter than air
machines, but also with the weather.
It is safe to say that during the last 30 years
the observations throughout the world, In
relation to the weather, have increased
million-fold.
People are beginning to understand more
about the problem. One has but to think of
air as water to be able to visualise great
streams pouring from one part of the world
to another. Cold air streams from the north
and south push into warm belts. Nature
abhors a vacuum and something — that is
other air in a different condition — must
take the place of the cold air which by its
sheer weight has moved by gravitation to
some loss dense area. So, an endless
circulation keeps on, and on.
Most meteorologists will agree that so far
as is now known the motive power of the
earth’s atmosphere is derived from solar
radiation, yet no attempt it averaging
meteorological phenomena has been
successful. The periodical variations are not
constant and at present it seems necessary
to maintain constant and simultaneous
observation throughout the world. Such
work is being done in most parts of the
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temperate and tropical zones. Some points
in the polar latitudes are now occupied, but
there is great need for more polar stations.
Not until we are able to present a complete
picture of the world's air condition will it be
possible to comprehend the general
mechanism of the atmosphere, much has
been done in observation of the weather in
the Arctic, but little sustained observation
has been carried on in the South. But each
year the importance of Antarctic
meteorology is more generally realised.
Conditions in the south are very unlike
those in the north.
The ice mass in the Arctic has always
been lopsided in relation to the
geographical pole, as it is today. The ice in
the Arctic Ocean and surrounding the Pole
is comparatively thin and in almost constant
motion. Even in winter when the air
temperature above it is low, the great
volume of Gulf Stream water which pours
into the Arctic Ocean through the
Greenland Sea acts as a warming agent, and
prevents the ice from freezing deeply. It is
because of this that it will be possible to
make a sub-ice, trans-Arctic journey such
as I propose to make in a new submarine
during the coming year. “The South Pole is
now, and probably always has been, the
centre of the ice mass in the southern
hemisphere. The bulk of the ice in the south
today is probably 100 times as great as the
bulk of the ice in the north, and it produces
results entirely different in effect.

Wilkins in the Antarctic. *OSU Polar Archives
[wilkins33_5_10].

In the south the Antarctic ice mass, rotating
with the earth, may be likened to a giant
swirling platter slinging its icy contents into
and above the great southern oceans.
Ocean-borne, the Antarctic influence
swings uninterruptedly toward the northern
latitudes until it meets the obstruction of the
continental areas of Africa, Australia and
South America. It is guided by these land
masses until its influence is felt far north of
the equator.
Above the sea the air masses travel with an
easterly trend until, in the more northerly
latitudes, they are flung against the Andes,
the Great Dividing Range of Australia, and
the high plateaus of South Africa. There,
miles from their origin, they are split up and
tossed and scattered, as are the Arctic winds
at the end of the polar ocean.
So far as terrestrial mechanism is
concerned, it is scarcely possible to imagine
conditions more favourable to simple
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interpretation than those in the South Polar
regions. From the spasmodic data collected
by many short period observations, it is
known that in the aggregate the influence of
the south polar ice mass is far greater and
farther-reaching than that of the Arctic ice.
Much attention is being paid to Arctic
influence and many new points of
observation have been established during
the last few years. There is need, however,
for more information from the centre of the
Arctic Ocean, and it seems to me that the
only safe and satisfactory way to gather
such information is to establish a base at a
point now inaccessible by means of sur-face
snips — a position impossible to maintain
by living on the surface of the ice, which is
in constant motion. There is only one means
of doing it, and that is in a submarine
beneath the ice.
Warmly ensconced in a sub-ice vessel —
the surrounding water will always keep the
quarters above the freezing point—and
having means of access to the surface
through tubes or funnels, a group of
scientists, by moving their boat daily in
relation to the, ice, may retain, practically,
their position. In winter the under-ice
position will be 50 to 80 degrees warmer
than on the surface. Thermal drills — that
is, electrically heated pipes — will afford
access to the open air and in the vessel can
be carried any quantity of scientific
equipment required.
Partly to prove that .tills can be done and at
the same time provide a vessel for this
service, I will soon commence the building
of a new sub-ice vessel which I will
endeavour to navigate beneath the ice
across the Arctic Ocean. When that journey
is over, I hope to have the vessel returned to
the Arctic and used as a permanent base for
weather observation. In this manner It will
be possible to complete the organisation for
research in the Arctic.
Then I hope to find it possible — with the
help of the various Governments in the
Southern Hemisphere — to bring about an
International bureau which will organise
and establish a double ring of permanent
stations in the Antarctic.

Having a beer with Wilkins.*OSU Polar Archives
[wilkins35_9_14].

Only when daily weather observations from
the Arctic and the Antarctic are available
for co-relation with weather information
from other parts will it be possible for the
human race to reap full benefit from what,
in relation to tills earth, has boon called the
greatest child of God, Apropos this is a
story: A Nonconformist minister, during the
recent floods, petitioning the Lord, prayed:
“The weather, O Lord, Thy child, is making
great havoc in our land; we would, no very
thankful to Thee if Thou would be kind
enough to keep him indoors for a bit.”
Herald (Melbourne, Vic.), Thursday 9 July
1936, page 37.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2
44761686

14 July 1936
Not For the Pole.
This is the latest London portrait of Lady
Wilkins, the Australian wife of Sir Hubert
Wilkins, the explorer. It was accompanied
by a message that Lady Wilkins “intends to
accompany her husband on his submarine
Polar voyage,” so when I saw the explorer’s
brother, Mr. T. W. Wilkins, I asked him if
his sister-in-law had any such ambitions.
Mr. Wilkins laughed and shook his head.
“The nearest my sister-in-law ever got to
such a statement.” he said. “would be to
make the usual joke that she was ready to
take the trip to the Pole in capacity of cook.
It is quite out of the question.” Mr. Wilkins
said that his sister-in-law, who was on the
stage before her marriage, was greatly
interested in her husband’s career, but had
no ambitions to engage in hair-breadth
adventures of her own. She is very popular
in New York society, enjoys managing her
New York flat, and keeps in constant touch
with Sir Hubert's relatives in South
Australia during his adventurous journeys.
When he last wrote Sir Hubert Wilkins said
that on his return from Norway, where he
was going to sell the boat which he and
Ellsworth used, he was looking forward to a
little home life — which certainly does not
suggest a joint trip by submarine. Our
conversation reminded me of a visit which I
paid years ago, in company with
Stefansson, the explorer, who went to pay
his respects to Sir Hubert’s mother.
Stefansson told his aged hostess about his
own mother, who came from Iceland, and
always brushed her hair in the light of the
moon, according to the best traditions of
that chilly country, to make it grow. In
return Mrs. Wilkins showed him Hubert’s
school prizes. I always thought it one of the
little ironies of relationship that the
explorer’s mother had for her favourite
motto, which she used to tell her boys when
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they were young. “A rolling stone never
gathers moss.”
Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), Tuesday 14 July
1936, page 6.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/4
8161217
31 October 1936
Progress By A.P.T.
In Search of Weather
A matter of considerable interest to all
Australian air line pilots was discussed this
week when the New South Wales
Government Meteorologist (Mr. Mares)
voiced tile opinion that weather forecasts in
Australia will be made more reliable
observation of tropical conditions than by
the establishment of meteorological posts in
the Arctic and Antarctic, as recommended
by Sir Hubert Wilkins. Mr. Mares
expressed approval of the Federal
Government's proposals for the
establishment of observation posts in
various parts of the interior of Australia,
including central and northern areas.
“Observations of the upper air to gain
more accurate information on air flows is
vital,” he said. “When we know more of
this subject, and the origin of tropical
disturbances, we shall be in a better position
to tell in advance what the weather will be
like.”
Such observations of the upper air as
suggested by Mr. Mares, have been carried
out for some years in Britain, where the
accuracy of the weather reports is due in a
large measure to the daily meteorological
survey made by aeroplanes of the Royal Air
Force.

A number of R.A.F. Hawker Demons carrying out the
difficult formation known as Echelon to the right, stepped
up. (“Flight” photo.)

Every morning at dawn, in all kinds of
weather throughout the year, the machines

The Wilkins Chronicle
A selection of Wilkins-related Trove articles, incorporating advertisements and cartoons from the day
employed in the Meteorological Flights
take off from Duxford: aerodrome and
climb to 20,000 feet and over 30,000 feet so
that information may be obtained to guide
the experts of the Meteorological
Department of the Air Ministry in London
in predicting the weather for the following
48 hours. Single seater fighters are used,
and specially trained R.A.F, officers are
detailed for the work. Instead of the usual
fighting equipment, the machines carry
special meteorological instruments, and the
psychromoter, which registers air
temperature and humidity, and is strapped
to one of the inter-plane struts.
The pilots wear electrically heated
clothing and an oxygen breathing mask.
Each light lasts about an hour and a half.
Strapped to the pilot’s knee is a printed
card, in which he fills in the instrument
readings which are sent to the Air Ministry
as soon as he descends.
The pilot most also observe the form and
type of cloud layers, and whether ice forms
on his wings. The information gained is
required by air transport companies, so that
pilots on mail and passenger services will
know what weather to expect and at what
height to fly to avoid serious storms. The
pilot carrying out the meteorological survey
is aided by physical laws which indicate the
class of weather ahead. In summer,
inversion of temperature at dawn, at 4000ft,
to 6000ft, indicates that there is little
chance, of cloud forming during the day;
thus a sunny day can be safely predicted.
Conversely, a rapid decrease in
temperature with height indicates the
forming of thunderstorms and showers. In
winter time when a layer of cloud obscures
clear sky above from the ground it can be
computed from the thickness of the layer
whether the sun will be able to dissipate the
layer and produce a sunny day on the
ground. The presence of cirro-stratus or
alto-stratus with a rise in temperature at
higher levels indicates the approach of rainy
weather. From the above brief notes it will
be seen that upper air observations can be
of the utmost importance to airline
operators in Australia.
Some time ago the Postmaster-General
(Senator A. J. McLachlan) foreshadowed
the establishment of a special
meteorological branch of the Civil Aviation
Department on the lines of the existing
services in the United States and other
countries, He said that the development of
civil aviation in the Commonwealth made
such a service essential, and that
specialisation in aviation weather forecasts
was needed.
Plans for a chain of meteorological
stations of all Imperial air routes were
among the topics discussed by Empire
weather experts at a private conference held
in London, which lasted for 10 days.
The hope was expressed that a chain of
services would be developed from London
to Australia, South Africa, and Canada.
Such a system will certainly be needed
when the Empire air mail scheme is
ultimately brought into being. The safety of
aeroplanes flying night and day will depend
to a great extent on the receipt of reliable
weather information. The proposed chain of

meteorological stations will collect weather
information from ships and aeroplanes by
wireless, and this will be broadcast from
high-powered stations at various points,
including Sydney.
There is no doubt that special attention
will have to be given to meteorological
assistance, for the Anglo-Australian air
services, and when the Empire air mails are
accelerated next year some definite plan
will have to be drawn up to cope with the
increase meteorological needs of
continuous night flying.
Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’
Advocate (NSW), Saturday 31 October
1936, page 16.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
34689541
26 December 1936
TO THE POLE BY WATER ROCKET.
SOMETHING NEW IN SUBMARINES.
Plans are now well advanced for
embarking on one of the most daring
voyages of exploration ever conceived —
a voyage that will take nine courageous
people under the ice to the North Pole.
It has been tried before — by Sir Hubert
Wilkins and it is this intrepid venturer in
new paths of exploration who is to make
tills amazing second effort.
It is literally an attempt to go by water
rocket to the North Pole. There is now
being built for Sir Hubert a submarine
measuring some 100 feet long by 20 feet
wide. It is costing £20,000 and will have
features no submarine craft has ever carried
before.
There are, for instance, to be no
propellers, instead, electric motors will
force a jet of water through a stern-pipe,
and this will have the effect of thrusting the
vessel through the water. The hazards of
this trip are many.
The submarine will be in constant peril
from the moment it sinks beneath the
Antarctic ice. One of the features of the
present craft, therefore, is the provision of a
special diving compartment to enable a man
in a diving suit to slip out into the water and
carry out any repairs that might be
necessary outside the ship.
UNDER THE ICE
Should an emergency arise, the entire
crew of the submarine will be able escape
through this special compartment and reach
the surface — unless a ceiling of thick ice
cuts them off entirely from the air above.
From the top of the submarine will
stretch out two special drills, one of them
sixty feet long. These capable of boring
through the thickest ice, have been included
in the submarine’s design to cope with this
ice-ceiling problem. Generally the thickness
of ice in Polar latitudes ranges from two to
twenty feet.
But the real peril arises from the fact that
there are spurs of ice which reach down into
the dark depths sixty feet or more. And
should the submarine become disabled
under a ceiling of ice of that kind it is a
million to one chance against anything ever
being heard of her again. Including Sir
Hubert, this queer water rocket will carry
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nine men, among them three scientists and
three engineers.
The chief object, of the voyage is to
demonstrate that fleets of submarines can
be used to transport American goods to
Europe by way of the Hudson Bay route at
cheaper rates than those now in operation,
and to show that submarines and
submarines only can overcome the frozen
waters of Hudson Bay and make it a busy
all-the-year-round route.
GRAVITY MACHINE
Full meteorological observations will also
be made to determine whether it is possible
to develop a service of airlines across the
Arctic Circle — a development, of course,
which would ensure a great saving of time
in any Trans-Atlantic flying plans.
Other aims of the scientists who will
accompany Sir Hubert will include the
weighing of the “top of the earth” with a
wonderfully constructed “gravity machine.”
The new submarine is shortly to make
experimental cruises in the waters of Lake
Erie. If it stands up to all that is hoped from
it, it will then set out without delay on one
of the strangest voyages of discovery ever
undertaken.
Sir Hubert is confident that he will
succeed in thin, underwater trip to the Pole.
For more than twenty years he has
cherished the idea. “By staying entirely
under the ice,” he points out, “we shall
avoid any chance of ice-flows. Oh yes, we
shall succeed all right.”
Born in South Africa [Australia], this
smiling bearded man has spent a life-time
looking for fresh adventures. He was with
Stefansson’s expedition to the Arctic a year
before the war broke out, and a year before
that had been through the Balkan War as a
photographer with the Turkish troops.
In 1917 he was with the Australian
Flying Corps, and was once described as
the most cooly intrepid men in the entire
Australian Army. After the War he tried to
fly from England to Australia, and did later
succeed in flying across the North Pole
from Alaska to Spitsbergen. The world of
scientific exploration is watching his
newest attempt with the keenest interest.

SIR HUBERT WILKINS

Telegraph (Brisbane, Qld.), Saturday 26
December 1936, page 11.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1
83439636

